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PREFAcE

This final report describes for the first time the research
performed during the last three and a half months of Contract No. AF41(609)-
2439, Project Task No. 775402. It also summarizes the work completed dur-

ing the preceding 14-1/2 months and already presented in five informal
reports dated 1 April 1966, 8 July 1966, 6 October 1966, 5 January 1967,
and 6 April 1967.

The experiments described in this report were conducted by
Dr. Louis H. Goodson (Project Leader), Dr. John 0. MacFarlane, Dr. David
A. Ringle, Mrs. Anne Monley, Mrs. Betty Herndon, Mr. Duane Lamb, and Mr.
Joe Utt. Dr. Jerome P. Schmidt of the School of Aerospace Medicine has
served as consultant and project monitor.

U The principles of animal care employed on this program were in
compliance with the recommendations of the Animal Care Panel and the
Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Academy of Sciences.

Approved for:

MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

W. B. House, Director
Biological Sciences Division

11 August 1967
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Six unique methods for the rapid identification of virus have
been devised and investigated to deteraine their potential suitability
for use in the fabrication of a new virus identification system. In the
phagocytosis in vitro studies we prepared imune iSO and observed their
response when challenged vith virus. Impedance measurement. on phospho-
lipid bilayer membranes in buffer smlutions have been used to detect the
imune reaction. The effects of virus challenge on the electrophoretic
migration rate of antibody coated plastic particles and tanned sheep red
blood cells have been measured. Hytrogen overvoltage measurements have
been performed on solutions containing antibody and antigen-antibody
complexes. Fluorescent tagged antibody has been employed in the single

LI and double imuno-diffusion techO'ques in an effort to visualize the
"soluble" virus-antibody conjugates. Virus has been tagged with rhodasine

11 to permit its use with immobilized antibody for a viral identification
process. Molecular sieves and ion exchange resins have been employed in
studies for the separation and detection of "soluble" virus-antibody1] copexes.

From these studies we have concluded that the In vitro phano-[J cytosis approach is likely to lead to a very sensitive virus identification
system if methods for obtaiing uniformly sensitive WC can be developed.
The phospholipid bilayer mebrane approach also s8aftrs from the diffi-
culty of being difficult to control or reproduce. Fundowntal research
on both of these approaches is recomnded although imediate success is
not anticipated.

The use of fluorescent antibodies in cbination with the Ia-
munodiffusion process is not expected to be valuable for the Ukntificatlon
:if virus; however, this approach for the detection of insoluble anti4en-
antibody conjuates Is expected to yield at least a tenfbld increas• In

asenitivity over the usual Lon methods.

Our results with the "soluble" virus-antibody cmpoms are or
a preliminary nature but they are moat encouraging. Ve are retowisng
that a high priority be given to an extension of these studies ad that
the new studies Include specificall~y:

1. The labeling of vTUIe with a mOttipltelty of floroent
tags.

El 2. 2he se of molecular sieves for the separation of asoluble"
virus-antibody coilamexs.

11
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3. Quantitative estimates of the axnaim level of virus which

can be Identifued by the combined use of fluorescent-tagged virus and/or
outibody and gel filtration techniques.

In edditios, studios should be conducted ', determine the suitability of |
fluorescent tagging of virus to replace isotopically-tagged virus in the
Identification system based on the use of imobilizel antibodies.

2i
tI
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On a previous contract (AF41(609)-2439) a series of 20 unique
j methods of virus collection and identification were devised and evaluated

in a preliminary manner in order to select those methods which show promise
for the identification of fever than 100 virus particles in 6 hr. and

I which would be suitable for incorporation into an automatic identification
system. Identification methods which require replication of the virus as
the first stage of the identification process were not considered in thisJstudy since most viruses require more than 6 hr. for the replication process
alone. On the basis of information found in the literature and also on
the basis of exploratory studies, three of the 20 methods were selectedI as candidates for more intensive study. It was understood at the outset
that if these methods became unpromising in terms of meeting the project
objective that we would re-investigate some of the other methods or con-

Ssider new methods not then ,uider consideration.

For six months we concentrated our efforts on the application
of the following four methods to the identificatimn of virus:

1. egýocytosis in~witr: Immn andl hyperimane white blood
cells NBC) were prepared and allowed to react with viral antigen to produce
cellular changes or lysis which could be monitored either microscopically
or by the release of fluorescent particles or other fluorescent materials.

2. Synthetic uhoschol•ind ammbMaw: Phospholipid bilayer
membranes were prepared under the durface of a buffer solution from
unoxidised eu lecithin and ox brain proteolipid dissolved in tetradecanm.
The effectsof antibody, viral and non-viral antigens, and guinea pig
complement an the electrical Impedance of these me anes were Investi-
gated.

3. Particle elactrophoreais: Plastic spheres in *,he 6 - 14
micron site range with antibody chemically bound to Its mifae aM tamd
sheep red blood cells coated with antibody were used to determine the
chiame in electrophoretia mobility resulting when the partiles were chal-
lengd by viral or non-viral antigens.

I. ydron orvoltem: A gradually increasing direct anreant
was applied to a pair of vorn platium electrodes. Tho potential at
the working cathode was measured against a standard bldrqn electrode to
determnem the hydrogen overvoltea produced by thi pessage of antibdies,
ant igenl or cmbinastlons of them. Althoiuh this appmoah wa not aGl-
Sally nluded in lae methods chosen for investigationn WeJi period, 0t

Ivas r*-1&v tas%4 -to tie it son loose sado resb at tiw aloes at

the preceding stdy. 3

I
•: _1 . " .. .I I •-



At the end of six months of intensive investigation on these
four matho4s, the principal investigators together with the sponsor agreed
that we chn•ld concentrate our remaining efforts of the phagocytosis
in vitro approach. Howeever, at the end of an additional eight months of
study on the seaitization and lysis of white blood cells, there seemed
little hope that we could develop a reliable and reproducible identifica-
tion procedure within the remainW, four months of our contract. There-
fore, at a joint conference with tho. sponsor at Brooks Air Force Base a
decision was made to c:naider approaches to identification which might de-
tect 104 virus ntrticles or less in 6 hr. The two methods investigateu
during the lasa four months off the contract were as follows:

1. I•mnod.* fusion: We had postulated that "stluble" virus-
antibody conjugates produced in either single or double immunodiffusion
procesazu might be visible as fluorescent bands provided that fluoreacent L
antibody was employed in place of non-labelled antibody. We also hoped
that the use of fluorescent antibody would improve the sensitivity of those
immunodiffusion processes in which precipitin reactions are normally ob-
servad. We therefore prepared fluorescent-tagged antibodies and investi-
gated them for both viral and non-viral systems.

2. Studies of virus-antibody complexes: The standard immuno-
diffusion procedures are unsuited for virus identification because many
of the viruses do not give vizible bands or precipitates; this is in con-
trast to Duct-rial and other antigens which do give precipitates. Rec-
ognizing that we would need to measure "soluble" complexes of virus and
their antibodies, we investigated methods for tagging, separating and id- [
entifylag such complexes from the two individual components used to pre-
pare tite complexes. fl

! ~ II. EXPERIMENTAL

In the following sections will be found descriptions of each of

th detifictin sytmterslt bandwt that system and our
recommendations for fut'rxe -.. rk with some of these methods.

A. Phagocytosis In Vitro

1. Introduction

pl tentta In the previous studyl-/ one of the more promising of a number of
Smethods for the identification of small numbers of viral particles

* I



was based upon the phagocytic changes observed when immune white blood
cells were exposed to the antigen to which they (the Bc) were sensitized.
Sensitized WBC for such studies may be obtained by the active iimuniza-
tion of animals providing the WBC or the normal VSC of a normal animal may
be "passively" sensitized in vitro by appropriate treatment with immune
sera. These WBC changes (i.e., reaction with virus) occur "in vitro" as
well as "in vivo" and the cellular reactions are very rapid. The efforts
in the present study were aimed at developing an "in vitro" procedure which
would be capable of meeting the goals outlined for the project.

Since the phagocytic changes in WBC produced by the antigen-
antibody reaction are immunological in nature, the method offered the
specificity needed to pruvide an identification of an unknown virus. The
earlier data indicated that the method -ppeared promising since lytic and
cellular changes were obtained in VJ3C expos3d to the specific virus for
whica they were sensitized. The currently reported studies were made in
an effort to improve the regularity, sensitivity, and ease of performing
the in vitro test procedures. Emphasis has been placed on improving the
techniques for the readout of the cellular lysis and/or changes.

Expansion of the preliminary studies to include multiple virus
and cell systems wcs done in order to determine the suitability of the
method for a broad application in viral identification.

As an integral part of the study many facets of the test proper,[ the properties of reagents, and the preparation of the sensitized WBC sus-
pensions were investigated since it was hoped that the composite result
would be a simple, rapid, easily monitored in vitro procedure.

The following sections present the methods, experimental ap-
proache;-, results, discussion and conclusions of the studies on phagocytosis
in vitro for viral identification.

Materials and methods: The basic methods for viral growth,
titratic, and immuni.'ation of animals for the in vitro phagocytic studies
were those used for the previous contract (AR4l(609)-2439).I/ Also, the
basic principles and methods for the current phagocytic tests were similar
to those described in the quarterly and final reports of this same con-
tract.

However, in these later efforts to develop virus identification
techniques through use of phagocytic methods, we obtained and utilized a
new cell line and a new immunological system for an arthropod-borne virus,
Semliki Forest Virus.

5
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a. 1 human aunion cell line: This cell line was obtained
_fro the American Tye Culture Collection and adapted to MRI cultivation
techniques using Medium 199 and 2 percent calf serum. It was obtained so
that sowe of the viruses being studied could be cultivated in two different
call systems. This permitted us to eliminate or prevent an antigen- H
antibody reaction in the phagocytic reactions due to cellular antigens.
Calf serum was utilized in the propagation of the WISH cells for a similar
reason. Our LLC-M( 2 (monkey kidney line) cells were cultivated in M-199 [J
and horse serum. By use of these two different sera in the two-cell sys-
tems we did not have to worry about an antigen-antibody reaction in the
phagocytic tests due to the serum used in cultivation of the cells. [

The WISH cell line was satisfactorily stored in the frozen state
by using glycerin as a stabilizer. This procedure was also used with the [
LLC-MX2 monkey kidney cell line.

b. Preparation of new poliovirus pools and immunization of [
rabbits: We produced new virus pools using the WISH cell line and used
these pools for the immunization of newly acquired rabbits. These were
immunized by incorporating the appropriate virus in complete Freund's [3
adjuvant and injecting the emulsions subcutaneously on each of two oc-
casions. Four weeks after the second adjuvant dose the rabbits were given
booster injections of an aqueous suspension of virus. These rabbits and [7
several rabbits previously immunized during the previous study were the
source of immune white blood cells (WBC) for our phagocytic studies.
Normal control rabbits were also kept as a source of normal NBC. ]

c. Application of WBC procedure for Semliki Forest Virus system:
Since we needed to expand our previous phagocytic observations (made with
poliovirus) to another viral system, we obtained Semliki Forest Virus and
prepared the appropriate antisera, virus, and immune animals for additional
phagocytic tests. Semliki Forest Virus (SFV), a member of the anthropod- [I
borne virus group, is a virus which can be utilized as a simulant for one
group of viruses of biologic importance both in biological warfare and in
clinical virology; yet, it may be handled with relative ease and freedom
in the laboratory.

Although we studied Semliki Forest Virus in a number of cell
systems, we found that primary chick embryo cultures were the best for
our work; therefore, we prepared Semliki Forest Virus pools in chick embryo
tissue cultures. Virus in the form of mouse brain suspensions was obtained
by intracerebral inoculation of mice and harvest of the infected brains.
Thus we had two distinct tissue sources of SF'V for our phagocytic work and
for the immunization of animals.

6
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A group of rabbits were immunized with chick embryo tissue cul-
ture grown SFV virus. The virus, in Freund's complete adjuvants was used
for the primary antigenic stimulus, but the rabbits were boostered with
aqueous virus.

Semliki Forest Virus infects adult white rats, pgnerally without
apparent disease, yet produces antibody and ilmunity demonstrable by stan-idard complement fixation, hemagglutination inhibition and neutralization
techniques. 2 ,,/ Young rats, less than 23 days, usually succumb to infec-
tion. We have taken advantage of this inapparent infection in adult rate

U as a means of obtaining immun animals as a source of lumn sera and
WBC. A group of albino rats (Carworth All Purpose Albino Rate) were in-
fected intraperitoneafly with 3.3 x 107 ILD50, (determined intracerebrally
in mice) of Semliki Forest Virus in the form of an infected souse brain
suspension. No illness was observed in these rats but four such rats
were titered for neutralizing antibody in primary chick embryo tissues
and had antibody levels of 1 - 32 or higher when tested against 3170
TCIDn5 0 s (tissue culture infective dose 50 percent) of Semliki Forest
Virus. Sera from control, non-infected rats did not neutralize the virus.
Thus, these rats iinune to Semliki Forest Virus were used as a source of
sera and immune NBC for phagocytic tests. Control non-infected rats were
also used.

u 2. Experiments

a. Semliki Forest Virus tests ugsi• Rabbit 'BC: Three rabbits
hyperiunninzed with SFV grown in chick embryo tissue were tested for their

SFV antibody levels. Two rabbits had serum titers of 1 - 32 and the third
rabbit had a 1 - 64 level of antibody when tested against 50 TVID5
(tissue culture infectious doses -- 50 percent) of SY. These neutrali-

zation tests were done in primary chick embryo cultures, and end-points
were read by observing the cytopathologic changes of stationary tube cuil-
tures. The levels of antibody cited were obtained after two doses of ad-
Juvant-ewAusified virus at two-week intervals and two subcutaneous doses
of aqueous virus 45 and 63 days after the first Injection of virus. Mhe

sera tested were obtained 11 days after the last virus injection. (Tese
rabbits were later re-injected in order to maintain their bprsensitive
state. )

SPhagocytic tests were made, using VIC fros the MY Immmised
rabbits. In each test SBC from a normal rabbit were run slliltaUwously
with the imwln S1C.: Since the M1 lome rabbits had been Ummaised
with chick embryo tissue culture gr virus, the test MW for the Vhao-
cytic tests was a brain suspension from nice Infected with OV (except

7I?
! ~- - - - - - -.



O* several special trials). Tworeore, the brain suspension of SYW was
`1* tq ciz'c~uvet such problem relating to coin~n antigens in the jummi- [

sla and test antigens.

The first test of the VBC from an SFV imune rabbit was prelimi-
My in nature and the results were observed by both bright field and

tlsorsent microscopy. For the fluorescent observations acridine-orange
was added and fluorescence was observed by means of a microscope equipped
v1th a dark field condenser and appropriate filters. (These fluorescent
iotbods will be discussed more fully later in the report.) Iimune NBC
separated by several different mthods were tested by mixing them in hang- H '
z odrop preparations with 0.25 x 105 TCIDO doses of SFV (mouse brain

"suspension). Granulation, swelling, clumping and lysis were observed with
the bright field microscope. Such changes were not observed with prepara- [I
tione of WC from a normal rabbit. Although the results were similar to U

those with poliovirus and reported earlier,l/ the cellular changes were
not quite as pronounced. By fluorescent microscopy cellular changes were
also noted, but the fluorescent changes which could be seen were only in D l
the nuclei. The nuclei of ilmne 1BC in the presence of SFV became larger,
m yellow, and more intensely fluorescent than the nuclei of normal VBC
treated with SFV. This fluorescence intensity later faded. In some im-
mawe WBC exposed to virus, red (MA) fluorescence appeared, but this was
irregular in quantity, size, and occurrence. The red RNA fluorescence [I
was not observed in normal WBC treated with SFV. We think that these
fluorescent observations are exceedingly preliminary, and considerable ex-
perience needs to be obtained before interpretations can be considered I1
as valid.

In another test, NBC from a SFV imiune rabbit were tested for [1
their phagocytic reactivity 33 days after a booster dose of antigen. The
WC preparation was observed to contain much fewer large mononuclear cells
than usual. When this NBC suspension was exposed to ON1 in the form of
1 - 10 mouse brain suspension, the results were quite equivocal. When the
antigen (SWV mouse brain) was diluted 1 - 100, the NBC from the SF! imsune
rabbit were affected more than INC from a control normal rabbit. Similar [I
preparations examined by fluorescence microscopy using 0.001 percent
acridine-orangs as the dye also exhibited minor differences beteen the
NBC from iman and normal WBC upon exposure to 871. These fluorescent [SI
camnges were mainly in the nuclei, and consisted of ore iuntense ye3lw
and more red MA granules in the Ine cells In contrast to a yellow- 1
green fluorescence in the norml cells. The results of this test seen to
indicate the importance of booster antigenic stimulus shortly before the
WC are used. Minor differences in WC will be difficult to observe by
fluorescence microscoW unless the changes are In the nuclei.

LI
S
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After the test results reported above were available, we thought
that an additional booster dose of virus would improve the quality of the
phagocytic tests. Consequently each SFV immune rabbit was given an
intravenous injection of aqueous SFV (grown in chick embryo tissue cul-
ture), and the WEC reactions were studied six days after this additional
immunization. Tests were made with WC from each of the three SFV immune
rabbits and a normal (control) rabbit using a number of dilutions of] mouse brain virus and other antigens. The results were exceedingly en-
couraging since all three immune rabbits demonstrated the type of cellular
changes which we had observed in our earlier studies wihh poliovirup, yet
the WBC from the normal rabbit were not affected. These observations were
made using bright field microscopy and are difficult to describe; however,
the results were corroborated by two separa.te individuals. Table 1 sum-Umarizes the variables and observations. We would like to stress that
microscopic observations are very difficult to incorporate into a table
of this type, and we recognize the subjective nature of such observations.

[j This is one of the handicaps of the phagocytic tests and a factor to be
considered in evaluating various methods of viral identification.

J Tests with the WEC of all three SFV frune rabbits were easier
to read when the virus was more dilute, and we obaerved positive changes

- even when the 1 - 100,000 mouse brain virus was added to the immune cells;
yet the WBC from the normal rabbit did not react. Added complement was not
essential to the phagocytic test, but the results were somewhat faster and
easier to read when guinea pig complement was added.

Two tests with WBC from Semliki Forest Virus (SFV) immune rabbits
illustrate the variability of results of tn vitro BC viral identification
tests. A test performed with the WBC of three rabbits on August 2, 1966,
yielded moderately good results but another test on August 11, 1966, of the
WBC from one of the same rabbits failed to produce satisfactory identifica-
tion of Semliki Forest Virus.

In the test of August 2, 1966, the WBC from each of three SF'
immune rabbits reacted with 250 TCID50 and higher concentrations of SF'v.
These tests were performed in the absence of guinea pig sertm (complement)
since the WBC were found to be lysed by guinea pig serum. The interpreta-
tion of these tests was complicated by the fact that the WC count had
dropped rapidly in the first few minutes of the test -- presumbly by spe-
cific lysis. Morphological changes in the flC were observed and the 3C
counts continued to drop over the 2 to 3 hr. period that the slide prepara-
tions were observed. Normal rabbit WBC did not deonstrate similar morpho-

logical changes and WOC count reductions when exposed to WV. Data for
part of the slides run on the 2 Augut 1966 test for the Identification
of SFV are incorporated into Table 2.
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The negative results of August 11, 1966, for identifying 3FV by

immune WBC cannot be explained. The rabbit supplying the 'WC was one of
the same ones used in the 6 August 1966 teat; therefore, it had been {j
bled and the WEC tested Just nine days earlier. It also had been given an
intravenous-booster dose of SFV on August 5, 1966, just six days before the
second groups of WEC were used. The booster dose of virus may have ad- ii
versely affected the response of the WBC rather than enhanced their sensi-
tivity to virus. Much needs to be learned relating to the proper timing
of antigenic stimulation and use of WBC for viral identification. [j

b. Semliki Forest Virus tests using rat WBC: The WBC from one
Semliki Forest Virus immune rat and one normal rat were studied for their
abilitr to show phagocytic changes when exposed to the antigen, Semliki

Forest Virus. The Semliki Forest Virus used was a chick embryo tissue
culture virus preparation. Since this was only a preliminary test, we
did not fully determine the extent of the reactions. Specific cellular
changes and lysis occurred with the immune rat WBC that did not occur with
the WBC from the normal rat. The extent of changes was not as great as .
observed earlier with polio immune cells but we attributed this partly to
the bleeding and WBC separation techniques used. Use of a 50-fold dilution I
of the virus antigen increased the cellular changes and made them more
easily observed.

Earlier in this report, we indicated that white rats infected L
with SFIV developed antibody to ths virus but did not develop clinical
symptoms of disease. The WB3C of one such rat ifere tested for their re-
action to SFV in in vitro phagocytic tests. Specific cellular changes and
lysis occurred with the immune rat WBC that did not occur with WBC from a
normal rat. The extent of the immune cell changes was not as great as had
been observed with poliovirus. LI

Tests were subsequently completed on three more rats possessing
neutralizing antibody to SFV. These tests were made four months after the
rats had been infected with SFV. No booster immunization had been at-
tempted since we desired to determine if WBC sensitivity existed in animals
which had been infected, and thereby had not been hyperimmunized. The
WBC from each of the three rats tested exhibited some cellular changes when
exposed to SFV, but these changes were not very pronounced and were not
sufficiently strong to be used to identify a virus. The changes in WBC
from the immune rats were apparent only when compared with the morphology
of normal rat WBC tested with the same virus. Immune WEC from SFV rats
reacted more strongly when tested against SFV in the form of a mouse brain
suspension than when SFV from chick embryo tissue culture was used. From
these results we believe that the infection in rats had not led to a hyper-

sensitivity reaction even though specific antibody vas formed during the
infections.
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c. WBC from rats after SFV infection an re-injection of antigen:1In the previous section we indicated that the VBC obtained from white rats
after infection with SFV exhibited cellular changes upon in vitro exposure
to SFV. However, the changes were much less than observed with polio-f virus immune WBC and the rat WBC were not considered sensitive enough for
use in viral identification procedures. We studied NBC from one of these
same white rats after further antigenic stimulation. Seven days after an
additional antigenic stimulation by intravenous injection of STY (mouse
brain tissue suspension) the WBC from the SFV immune rat reacted to SFV
and normal rat WBC did not. The reaction was not sufficiently strong for
use in viral identification procedures. In attemting to enhance the STY
reaction by addition of guinea pig serum (complement) it was observed that
WBC from rats were very quickly lysed by guine:t pig serum. This will be
discussed more fully later in this report.

Seven days following a second intravenous injection of SFV, the
WBC's of the same rat were again studied for their phagolytic reactions.
The extra antigenic stimulation still did not enhance the reactions of the

rat immune WBC to SFV; therefore, further study of WBC from infected rats
tees not seem warranted at this time.

These SFV results extended the phagocytic technique to at least1to viral systems, and offered encouragement to the possibility of apply-
ing the technique to other viruses to which we can hyperimmunize animals.

SThe SFV rabbit and rat studies suggest the importance of the
hypersensitive state of the animals providing the WBC for phagocytic tests.
Booster doses of antigen are important, and it may be necessary to keep
the animals highly immunized by regular booster doses of antigen.

With the sensitivity of the WBC high, as was the case with the[I SFV rabbit, WBC (and in the earlier poliovirus studies), it may be pos-
sible to identify 1,000 or perhaps fewer viral particles within a few

rjhours, perhaps even within a few minutes after the test is set up. The
development of methods to increase the sensitivity and reliability of the
read-out are necessary, particularly if any type of instrumented unit is

11to become possible.

d. Poliovirus tests using rabbit WBC: Using VBC from the new
groups of poliovirus immune rabbits, additional tests (previous tests under

Contract AF41( 609) -2439) were 'performed to verify the earlier observa-
tions and in an attempt to utilize a fluorescent dye in the read-out.

17I



These newly imnnized raboits were injected with polio-
virus p'ownin the WISH human amilon cell line culti-vated in Medium 199 [
(*-199) sWplemnted with calf serum during the cell growth phase. For
virus to challenge the WC preparations, the poliovirus strains were
grow in the LLC-NK2 monkey kidney cell line. The LLC-W.2 cells were I]
cultivated In M-199 supplemented with horse serum during the cell growth
period. Thus (as pointed out earlier in this report), we maintained sep-
arate culture conditions for the antigens used for immunization and for U
in vitro challenge of the WBC. This was done to eliminate any false re-
sults due to antigens other than the virus itself.

In one test we reconfirmed our earlier results that polio-

virus 1 will cause swelling, granular changes and lysis of NBC from a polio-
virus 1 Lurume rabbit. Similar changes were not obtained when polio- n
virus 1 was added to WBC from a normal rabbit. By bright-field microscopy

these changes occurred within 15 - 60 mrin., and the results were easier
to observe when more dilute virus was added to the WBC. Changes were ob- 1
served with about 10,000 TCID50 of poliovirus 1, but no tests were made
using less virus. These tests were made four weeks after an aqueous
booster dose of poliovirus 1 had been given to the immune rabbits. We ii
are certain that immune status of the rabbit can be improved over that
possessed by the rabbit used for this test. The rabbit had received two
doses of virus in adjuvant and one aqueous booster dose. Aliquots of
these sam 1BC preparations from the poliovirus 1 immune rabbit and the
normal rabbit were reacted with virus and spent tissue culture fluid in
the presence of acridine-orange (0.001 percent) and observed by fluo-
rescence microscopy. Fluorescent changes were observed in the immune WBC
treated with poliovirus that did not occur in normal WBC. The nuclear
material in the immune WBC became enlarged and more diffuse, and bright i
yellow granules appeared, then faded. Normal WBC treated with virus did
not become bright yellow but remained a more pale yellow-green. Their
color also faded with time. Evidently the acridine-orange (AO) did not
prevent cellular changes.

Similar results were obtained in a test performed 35 days after {j
a rabbit had been given a booster dose of poliovirus. Photographic tech-
niques for the fluorescent examination were only partially successful.
The cytoplasm did not fluoresce and appeared as a dark (black) halo around I
the yellow-green nucleus.

Unfortunately we failed to get any results when an additional 11
repeat was tried using AC from a rabbit which had been given a booster
dose of antigen seven days before the test. The DC from both the normal
rabbit and the 'mun rabbit had badly deteriorated, and it was impossible
to use them for either fluorescent or bright field microscopic studies.
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We have no explanation for this failure to get usable 'WC, but the testfillustrates the problems occasionally encountered in WBC work.

(1) Poliovirus type 1: Two additional series of experimentsI with WEC from poliovirus 1 imme rabbits were performed and illustrate
the variation in results obtained with cells from the same animals. Data
obtained with WBC tests run July 26, 1966, were the most favorable we ob-
tained, yet the results observed in tests run on September 9, 1966, with
WEC from the same rabbits were equivocal and definitely not of the quality
necessary to help solve the virus identification problem within the limits
defined in the scope of the project. On July 26, 1966, two rabbits bled
14 days after their last injection of poliovirus 1 antigen (intravenously
administered) provided WBC sensitive to poliovirus 1. Cells separated
from the bloods by use of a Locke-Citrate solution!/ were relatively free
of platelets. These cells when exposed to virus showed minor changes,
clumping, swelling, and changes in cellular morphology; but not much evi-
dence of lysis was obtained. Such changes were observed in tests with
5 x 106, 5 x 105 and 5 x 104 TCIDSO (50 percent tissue culture infectious
dose) of poliovirus 1 but not with spent tissue culture medium (control).
When the WBC from these same two rabbits were removed by centrifugation
from their serum-Locke-Citrate suspending fluid and resuspended in 0.85
percent NaCl, the WBC were highly sensitive to poliovirus 1 and phagolytic
reactions were observed (Table 3). The cells from one rabbit reacted pos-
itively when only 250 TCID50 of virus was added to the WC. Unfortunately
we did not test below 250 TCID50. These tests were run in the presence
of guinea pig serum as a source of complement, but the complement and/or
spent tissue culture medium used in control slides did not cause WBC changes
or lysis. The addition of homologous poliovirus i serum from the
rabbit used as the source of WBC seemed to enhance the lytic response. In
these studies we attempted to quantitate the reaction. The average number

i lof WBC present per microscopic field was determined for each slide. Lysis
.I then could be more reliably assessed through use of such counts. Data in

Table 3 indicate the reduction of WBC in positive reactions. This count-
ing procedure was extended in later studies.

WBC frcm the same two rabbits were obtained on September 9,
1966, and used in viral identification tests. The rabbits had been in-
jected intravenously 23 a earlier with poliovirus 1 in an effort to
raise their antibody level. The WBC in these tests were only weakly re-'I active and the lytic response was essentially absent. Cellular chanes

were observed when 5 x l05 of poliovirus 1 was added, but the changes ob-
served were not pronounced enough to be satisfactory for an identification

Stest. During this test (Septemer 9, 1966) we observed that guinea pig
serum (complement?), was lytic for the rabbit SC. This nonspecific lytic
action will be discussed more fully ilater in the report.
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U
(2) Poliovirus type 2: Two additional sets of data were

Sobtained for USC preparations from poliovirus 2 iwam.nwe rabbits. The NBC
from two rabbits obtained seven days after an intrivenoua antigenic booster
failed to detect 5 x 106 virus particles. We used a different anticoagu-U lant on these bleedings, 4 percent citrate-saline, rather than citrate
only; yet we cannot be sure the negative results were due to the anticoagu-
lant. The 4 percent citrate-saline is slightly hypertonic but it has been
used by others in WBC workt/ and we removed the WBC from the anticoagulant-
plasma mixture before they were used in the tests. The W3C in this study
were less affected by guinea pig complement than NBC in other similar tests.
Specific immune rabbit serum (antipolio 2) from the same rabbit supplying
the WBC did not enhance the specificity or sensitivity of the tests. The
possibility exists that the intravenous virus injection seven days earlier
may have reduced the USC reactivity rather than eahanced the phagolytic
UBC reaction.

SSimilar tests were run just two days later on the USC from

one older rabbit (from our earlier studies) which had been given an intra-
venous booster dose of virus seven days before but which had had a pro-f longed period with no booster doses before that. USC from this animal
after washing and resuspending in 0.85 percent NaCl were lysed by normal
guinea pig serum (complesent). .oý1ever, even in the absence of complement,
these WBC were affected by 103 TCID5 and higher concentrations of virus.
Table 4 summarizes the re.sults of the experirent and illustrates the USC
changes observed. Lysis occurred in the various mixtures of USC and virus
but it was not by any means complete. Cellular changes were observed in
the USC exposed to virus but these were not as clearly discernible as in
previous tests. We did not consider the slides on this text to be nearly
as easy to read or as positive as several previous tests; yet the effects
were sufficient to permit observation of differences between the controls

[1 and the virus treated cells when as little as 103 TC=D0 were used.

e. Tests with USC from immune rabbits using cell counts: Five
tests were performd with UBC from immune rabbits utilizing cell counts
to follow the reactions. In some of our earlier work we had obtained a
significant drop in the number of 'mine USC reacted with the virus for
which the USC were sensitive; therefore, we wanted to investigate such re-
actions with quantitative methods. In four of these tests the cell counts
for the USC -- antigen mixtures and appropriate controls were made using
hemacytometer slides and actually determining the number of USC by counts
with the bright field microscope. The various WSC preparations were counted
imdiately after mixi of the appropriate reagents and again after desig-
nated incubation periods. So counts were even made after the WBC mixtures
had been incubated overnight at 37eC.
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Table 5 depicts the counts for WBC from one normal and two WV
immune rabbits, immediately and at various periods of time after the cells
were exposed to saline or SFV (four different concentrations). For these
experiments, WBC were obtained from citrated whole blood. After washing
the WEC in a Locke-Citrate solution, the DC were mixed with the appropri-
ate dilution of virus and incubated at 37*C. The erratic results depicted
in Table 5 illustrate the variability we have encountered and we conclude
that the data in Table 5 represent a failure to identify SFV with DC
from two rabbits immune to SFV. The WBC counts varied greatly between
operators, between counts on the same mixture, and for different concen-
trations of virus (no effect of dilution noted) and the counts with normal
WBC-virus mixtures also gave widely varying results. These rabbits had
been given a subcutaneous booster dose of virus (aqueous) Just nine days

ii before the WBC were obtained for these tests, When aliquots of these same
suspensions of immune WBC (for SFV) were mixed with SFV and observed for
morphologic changes only a few granular, round cells were observed; other-
wise, there were no cellular changes as a result of the viral-WBC inter-
action.

I Data from the four experiments in which the hemacytometers were
used are recorded in Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9. These will be discussed mre
fully in the following paragraphs. We feel that such data are much more
reliable than that which we obtained in earlier tests in which the counts
were obtained by averaging the number of cells in five microscopic fields

i! of coverslip preparations similar to those used in these tests.

Unfortunately, none of the tests we ran during this period were
made with highly sensitive test systems; in fact, most of the results
must be considered as unsatisfactory identifications. This is true in
spite of the fact that we know the DC were obtained from rabbits possessing
neutralizing antibody. For three experiments we also tested the same DC
suspensions by the coverslip methods used in our previous work and by which
we had been able to detect virus as low as 250 to 1,000 TCID=50 (tissue

•1 culture cytopathic infectious dose -- 50 percent end point). By these

simultaneous microscopic observations of coveralip preparations for worpho-
logic changes in the immune WBC exposed to the homologous virus we only
were able to detect virus when relatively large amounts of virus were added,
and in some cases we failed to detect virus when we should have had a pos-
itive reaction. These results are further illustrations of the variability

[j encountered with immune WBC detection of viral antigen.
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Table 6 illustrates data obtained when WBC counts were made
using a hemacytometer chamber immediately and 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 hr. after
the cells were mixed with saline or SFV. Five different concentrations
of virus were tested against the WBC from a normil rabbit and against
the WBC from an SFV immune rabbit. The WC preparations used in this
experiment were obtained from citrated whole blood, but the WBC had been
washed and resuspended in Locke-Citrate plus serum from the rabbit supply-

i ing the WBC. (Final concentration of serum - 50 percent of diluent.) The
. j WBC-virus and WBC-saline mixtures were slowly rolled at 37"C during the

1-1/4 to 1-1/2 hr. incubation. (A standard tissue culture roller drum
was used for this mixing.) This-method of testing did not permit us to[I obtain any observations of clumping since the cells were completely dis-
persed for the counts. Any change in count reflected a phagolytic ef-
fect, which is the type of reaction we had observed in the past. The data
in Table 6 do not suggest any significant lytic reaction. In fact, the
WBC counts are remarkably close when compared to the standard errors
usually encountered in WBC counts. In the later counts made after the
mixtures had been incubated, platelets were reduced and some of the SFV
immune cells exposed to SFV were swollen or smaller than in earlier ob-
servations. The WBC counts made after 24 hr. at 37C indicated good sta-
bility of these two WBC preparations. This WBC stability has not alwayps
been observed with incubated WBC.

i Data for the reactions of pollovirus 2 and appropriate control
solutions with WBC from a poliovirus 1 immune rabbit and WBC from a normal
rabbit are presented in Table 7. These 1WC counts were made using the
hemacytometer technique and again no lytic effect of poliovirus 2 on im-
mune WBC was detected. In fact, the WBC counts probably all fell within
the standard error erncountered in such tests. From this test we might con-
sider the standard error to be about 15 percent, although we did not feel
it was necessary to calculate the value. The WBC from this test were

S1nearly all dead when checked with methylene blue on the following morning;
therefore, they were not as stable as those used for the tests recorded
in Table 6. The poliovirus 1 immune rabbit used for the WEC in the tests'1 recorded in Table 7 had been injected with an aqueous suspension of anti-
gen ,20 days before she was bled.

Similar data are presented in Table 8 for WBC tests with polio-
"virus 1 using (1) normal rabbit WBC, and (2) VBC from a poliovirus 1 im-
mune rabbit six days after an antigenic booster with poliovirus 1 in
incomplete Freund's adjuvant. Again we obtained no evidence of a lytic
action when immune WBC were exposed to virus. However, in coveralip prep-
arations made from these same cells and virus preparations, the polio-

Svirus 1 immune WBC demonstrated morphologic changes when exposed to a
1-100 dilution of poliovirus 1. Many of these cells become granular and
had a gray sheen typical of the WBC damaged by virus (as observed in
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earlier studies); however, high dilutions of poliovirus 1 and control
propation, saline or spent tissue culture medium, did not cause these
DC oaeps. Thu by morphologic chanes we saw a positive reaction with

a large aount of virus but still got no lytic changes in the immune cells.

Table 9 su~arizes the data from another similar study in which
we studied the homologous and heterologous reactions between poliovirus

1 av poliovirus 2 and the corresponding two types of immne rabbit DC.

In these studies the NBC were obtained from citrated blood with the aid
of 2 percent (final concentration) of dextran (molecular weight 200,000

to 300,000). Again we obtained no significant evidence of a specific

lytic action when cell counts were made. However, the observer of these
slides felt that "there appears to be some reaction with the poliovirus 1

and poliovirus 1 immune cells." A 3econd microbiologist set up the 1
corresponding v!rus-cell mixtures in coverslip preparations and observed Ii
a positive morphologic change in the WBC in the poliovirus 1 and polio-
virus 1 imnme cell mixture but not in the other test mixtures. Thus, i
this test again gives a suggestion that WBC can be used to identify virus
but the optimum conditions must exist for these observations to be pos-
sible. Dextran separated cells appear to be much more active (motile)
and contain a larger variety of WBC types; however, they may be more

fragile -- note the lower counts of WBC after 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 hr.

An additional phagocytic test for the identification of virus
will be described later in this report under the discussion of
fluorescent-labeled cells. (See page 37.)

f. Phagocytic tests with mouse WBC: In our previous studies
using WBC from iumune animals, we employed WBC obtained from rats after sub- 11
clinical viral infection and from rabbits following hyperimmnization. In
order to study WBC from another species and also DBC isolated from animals
following a rapid active immunization, we investigated the use of mice.
Separate groups of mice were immunized with poliovirus 1, poliovirus 2,
and with spent tissue culture medium. Each mouse was given an intravenous
injection on 30 January, 1 and 3 February 1967. Eleven days after the
last injection, WBC were obtained by cardiac bleeding and used in phago-
lytic tests. The WBC from each mouse were separated by the dextran-
citrate method described in our previous work.l_/ These wBC suspensions
were then tested in slide tests for their sensitivity to the homologous

and heterologous antigens. Due to the small numbers of cells, the re-

actions could only be evaluated by the observation of morphological changes
using 350 X bright field microscopy. Specific data will not be presented
since no significant results were obtained. Occasional morphological
changes similar to those seen in the earlier rabbit DBC tests were observed I
but no viral identification was possible by these cells. Because of the
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difficulties of WBC preparation from mice, we feel that this method i0
not worthy of further evaluation.

g. Passive sensitization of NBC for viral identification: One
partially successful experiment encouraged us to give further considera-
tion to the passive sensitization of WBC for use in viral identification.
WBC from a normal rabbit were divided and one-half incubated at 360C with
poliovirus 1 immune serum (rabbit). The other half of the WEC were treated
with normal rabbit serum. When these cells were exposed to poliovirus 1
in microscopic banging drop preparations, the VBC treated with poliovlrus
1 immune serum behaved as if they were from a poliovirus 1 immune rabbit.
The WBC treated with normal rabbit serum behaved as UBC from a normal
rabbit. Spent tissue culture medium added to both types of treated VMC
failed to elicit a response. Both a 1 - 10 and 1 - 100 poliovirus dilu-
tion produced the phagocy-tic TBC changes with the poliovirus antiserum
treated WBC. Thus, 105 and 106 TCID5 0 of poliovirus 1 produced the

Schanges. Studies of the treated WBC with more dilute virus were prevented
by clotting problems in the WBC preparation. Passive sensitization of
WBC has the advantage of eliminating the need for immunized animals as a
I source of immune WBC.

It would greatly simplify the techniques and increase the pos-
sibility of rapid viral identification if NBC could be made sensitive to
viral action by means of passive sensitization with known antisera. In
the previous paragraph we indicated that one attempt at passive sensiti-
zation of WEC by poliovirus 1 immune rabbit serum was partially successful.
Four more attempts were made to passively sensitize WBC with inmune sera.
Two experiments were made with poliovirus 2 antibody, one experiment with
ppliovirus 1 and one experiment with SFV antisera.

In none of these studies were we successful in developk.hg a
method for passive sensitization of WBC capable of permitting viral
identification; however, many procedures for studying this phenomenon
were not tried. For poliovirus 2 identifications, we tried a partially
purified immune globulin and a nonpurified rabbit antiserum as agents for
passively sensitizing the WBC from a normal rabbit. The results were neg-
ative for all attempts including mixtures containing guinea pig complement.
In another experiment, we attempted to sensitize WEC with rabbit antipolio-
virus 2 antibody obtained on the same day the 'WC were used, yet the WSC
treated with this immune sera failed to provide viral identification.
Neutralization on this antipolio serum demonstrated it to have a respectable
antibody level; a 1 - 1280 dilution neutralized approximately 562 7=5D0
of virus. The sera and gma globulins used in all the other tests had
appreciable neutralizing titers. Thus, it may not be the level of virus
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neutralihing antibody that is imortant but the type of antibody may be the
critical factor. In the passive sensitization tests we have continued to
encounter problems of clotting when the VBC are incubated with the sera.
The use of a Locke-Citrate diluent4/ helps eliminate this problem but its
action on the irune phenomena must be investigated further. [J

The antipoliovirus 1 antisera used for passive sensitization ex-
periments on September 15, 1966, were obtained from the same bloods that
served as the source of the irnune 'WC which were sensitive to poliovirus
1 in lytic tests on August 26, 1966. Thus, our negative results with pas-
sive sensitization were independent of the fact that the antisera used in I
the tests had corw from the same rabbits that had demonstrable activity in
MOC lytic tests. The temperature, time, and method of passive sensitiza-
tion of IBC need considerable investigation. The temperature and times of 11
incubation of WBC in antisera for antibody adsorption were limited by the
clotting problems mentioned earlier. I

The rabbit antiserum to SFV used in the passive sensitization
experiments had not been titered for neutralizing antibody, but should
have contained significant antibody. It was obtained from a rabbit which
had earlier been demonstrated to have neutralizing antibody. This rabbit
had been giv,•-n a number of booster doses of SFV between the original anti-•I•

body titration and time it was bled for antibody to be used for the pac-
sive sensitivity WBC tests. This serum also came from the same rabbit
which had given highly sensitive WBC in the lytic reactions reported ni
previously. As reported in the previous paragraph (which discussed polio-
virus 1 passive sensitization) the presence of SFV neutralizing antibody
in a serum does not mean that it is a good reagent for passive sensitiza-
tion of WEC. 11

h. Use of fluorescent dyes: As an approach to hilp or even H
eliminate the subjective observations of these microscopic• tests, we in- f
vestigated the use of two fluorescent dyes: acridine-orange (AO) and
fluorescein diacetate (FDA). Acridine-orange has been used for following
cellular changes particularly of neoplastic cells.6_/ It causes the WEC
in blood to fluoresce, yet the red blood cells in the same smears do not
fluoresce.7L/ (The red cells may give a faint red-brown background, de-

pending upon the light conditions.)

Fluorescein diacetate has been observed to be taken up by cells ||
of a number of types .8/ The FDA is then hydrolyzed and the accumulation of
the fluorescein within the cell results in the fluorescence of the cell.
FDA treated cells are still viable and may be cloned after fluorescent

treatment .8/
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BertalanffyV_/ and others have used acridine-orange as a fluores-
cent cellular dye but most, if not all, of the work has been on fixed
preparations. We tried to use the fluorescent dye as a label for viable

[1 cells.

Preliminary fluorescent dye studies were done with three types
of cells: WBC, WISH human amnion cells, and peritoneal exudate cells
from L1210 leukemia in DB mice. Saline (0.85 percent NaCl), M/15 phos-
phate buffer (pH 6.0), pH 7.0 saline-glycerine buffer, and M-199 have been
satisfactorily used as diluents for AO; but pH 7.4 tris buffer was not sat-
isfactory. With tris buffer the cells were fluorescent, but a fuzzy halo
effect around each cell was obtained and caused difficulty in observation.
For most of our AO fluorescent studies we used 0.85 percent saline as
diluent. Phosphate buffered saline was used as the diluent for the
fluorescein diacetate studies because it was used by the original investi-
gators.!_/ It appeared to work quite satisfactorily for staining WBC. for
microscopic observation of fluorescent cells we used the dark field con-
denser and a mercury arc lamp equipped with an ultraviolet filter trans-
mitting light at 365 ap (B & L #7-51 excitation filter). T-2 barrier
filters (B & L) are used in the eye-pieces.

By titration studies we found that an acridine-orange concentra-
tion of 0.001 percent produced good fluorescence when mixed with an equal
volume of cells. 0.0002 percent AO dyed the cells but not as strongly as
did 0.001 percent and the fluorescence required a few minutes to develop.
Only an occasional cell became fluorescent after 0.00004 percent AO treat-
ment, and this was weak and required a half hour or so to develop. Simi-
lar data on FDA indicated that either 0.5 1g. or 0.1 4g/ml produced good
fluorescence in cells. The fluorescence was observed immediately with the
higher concentration, but 2 or .5 min. were required with the 0.1 pg/ml dye.
Even after a number of minutes 0.02 pg/ml FDA only caused an occasionalii. cell to fluoresce. Thus at least 0.1 pg/ml FDA and 0.0002 percent AO were
necessary for good specimen observations. The fluorescence observed withF]FA appeared to be slightly superior to AO, but much needs to be learned
concerning both reagents.

U Cells treated with eitler of the two fluorescent dyes appeared to
be viable since we watched cellul.ar chages take place and amoeboid move-Smerent was not stopped.

Earlier in this report we mentioned the fluorescent read-out of
the various WBC reactions. These were made possible by incorporating one
drop of the 0.001 percent AO in each slide preparation used for fluorescent
observation. We feel that considerably more data are needed by this methodI before it can be adequately evaluated. The bigest handicap of these
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fluorescent microscopic read-outs of DC reactions was the inability to see
the 3rtojalgic changes that occurred but which could be seen by bright
field microscopy.

Several investigations were made to determine if the two fluor- 1
*scent dyes could be incorporated into cells, and a subsequent dye release
monitored. Use of the Aminco-Bowman Spectrophotofluorometer for following
such reactions was studied since it permits an exceedingly sensitive read- [I
out of a fluorescent material.

WISH human amnion cells were treated with AO, washed twice, and 1.1
then frozen and thawed. After centrifugation to sediment the cell frag-
ments, acridine-orange fluorescence was observed in the supernatant of the
frozen and thawed cells.

In several other experiments, (1) DC treated with fluorescent
dye and (2) WBC treated with diluent only were washed twice, submitted
to three cycles of freezing and thawing, and the cell sediments removed
by centrifugation. The washes and the supernatants from the disrupted
cells were checked for fluorescence by means of the Aminco-Bowman Spectro-
photofluorometer (SPF). Plots of the emission spectra were made by means
of an automatic recorder (electro Instruments, Inc.). The charts thus
obtained permitted comparison of the various fractions. In some cases it
was possible to compute the relative intensity of the fluorescence.

With acridine-orange the optimal excitation wavelength was found
to be 365 up and the peak emission was obtained at 525 mh. Saline-glycine
buffer for the acridine-orange studies caused some problems since an extra
fluorescence peak at 425 zp occurred. However, the presence or absence of
AO could be detected by the occurrence of a "hump" or second peak at the
525 np emission band. This problem was circumvented by use of M/15 phos- U
phate buffer. In the WC tests with AO dye the fluorescent intensities iI
were fairly low but we succeeded in demonstrating the release of the fluo-
rescent dye from the intact cells by the freezing and thawing procedure.
It appeared that 0.00005 percent AO was close to the minimum AO detectable

by the ON. Although we were able to detect release of AO from frozen and
thawed cells, we were measuring that amount of dye released from a large
number of cells (50 x 106 cells).

In similar NBC studies with MD as the fluurescent dye, the fluo-
rescence measurements were more intense, easier to quantify, and perhaps
more adaptable to smaller numbers of WC. In addition, ways exist to in-
crease the sensitivity of fluorescein assay by several orders of magnitude 1]
over those used in the experiments. As pointed out e#arlier, the FDA was
hydrolyzed by the cells to yield fluorescein, which Wvn the product observed
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or measured. Thus our measurements with the SPF were done by excitation
at 490 nk and the peak of emission was observed to be between 510 to 525 i.
At these excitation and emission wavelengths control (non-dyed) cells ex-
hibited no fluorescence.

From the FDA studies it was very apparent that the iC readily
picked up the FDA and hydrolyzed it rapidly. The VMC containing the
fluorescein could be separated and the fluorescein liberated by freezing
and thawing. The cell stroma or sediment did not retain any fluorescence
and was negative by the SPF assay. A complication encountered in these
studies must be mentioned. Immediately after the NBC were treated with
FDA, the supernatant became fluorescent. This was apparent even to the
naked eye. Part of this conversion of FDA may have been due to WBC en-

Szymes and part may have been due to esterases present in the serum. Ad-
ditional studies are necessary to determine the effects of the various
enzyme systems on the conversion of the non-fluorescent FDA to the
fluorescent fluorescein. Studies are also needed on washed WBC which ar
free of the esterases from serum.

LIAlthough we cannot yet cause a consistent release of a fluorescent
material from WBC by viral action, we now have two compounds which can be
worked with at the same time and assayed fluorometrically. The assays can
be done spectrophotometrically by using two different excitation wavelengths.
Thus these two compounds, AO and FDA, might be used as labels for WBC im-
mune to different viruses if such WBC can be used for viral identification.
These two dyes must be considered along with the fluorescent plastic parti-
cles previously studiedl!/ as possible means for monitoring WBC lysis.

I] i. Fluorescent-labeled protein Dick=D by WBC: In order to learn
more about the pickup of protein by WBC, we have studied the adsorption
and/or absorption of fluorescent-labeled proteins by rabbit VBC. Informa-1] tion from such studies was desired in order to better control the passive
sensitization of normal WBC. It also had potential value in our labeling
of imw WBC since a fluorescent read-out could enhance the sensitivity
of the lytic or other WBC reactions for viral identification. In earlier
studies we observed that WBC could be made fluorescent with acridine-orange
and with fluorescein diacetate. Acridine-orange has the disadvantage that
it may be damaging to the WBC. Fluorescein diacetate is hydrolyzed by the
cell esterases and this is difficult to control or monitor in actively

S�metabolizing WBC.

We studied rhodamine-labeled bovine serum albumin, fluorescein
flisothiocyanate (FITC) labeled human serum albumin, FITC labeled rabbit

serum, and FITC labeled calf serum. The latter two were prepared by us at
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I for this project. The FITC-labeled human serum albumin was prepared
by Dr. D. A. Ringle for another WRI project. The rhodamine-labeled
bovine albumin used was the comercial product of Microbiological Associ-
ates and it is regularly used as a counter stain for fluorescence mi-
crzocopy.

Normal rabbit WBC separated by four different procedures, in-
cluding citrate, dextran, and combinations of the two, were treated with [
rhodamine-labeled bovine albumin at two different temperatures and the
cells observed with the fluorescence microscope. Rhofr~mine bovine albumin
was successfully used to label WBC. The method of WBC separation did not
affect the fluorescent labeling. The rhodamine is probably both on the
surface vd taken up internally by the WBC. The labeling was rapid and
occurred at both room temperature and at 370C. It was stronger and more ii
complete at 37C and also stronger after longer incubation, i.e., 1 hr.
stronger than 20 min. By proper light filtration only the rhodamine-labeled
cells were observed through the fluorescent microscope (T-2 and 7-37 1
filters, B & L). By substituting the D-2 (density filter) for the 7-37
filter, the WBC can be differentiated into several types; also platelets
and the red blood cells can be observed. This last combination of filters j
(T-2 and D-2) permits observation of both natural and rhodamine fluo-
rescence. Also by the use of the D-2 and T-2 filter combination, the
natural fluorescence of the unlabeled cells was visible in the fluorescence
microscope. This method of observation may be valuable for WUC work
even in the absence of a fluorescent compound such as rhodamine.

The normal rabbit WBC failed to pick up the FITC fluorescent-

labeled human serum albumin; therefore, it was not useful for passive label-
ing of WBC. 1J

Normal rabbit serum and normal calf serum were €cnjugated with
FITC by a modification of the mthod of Spendlove9/ and were freed of un-
conjugated FITC by dialysis and passage through a Sephadox-G25 column.
In our studies neither of these two conjugated proteins was picked up by
normal rabbit WBC during incubation at room temperature or 3?7C (1-3/4 hr.).
The addition of normal rabbit seru as a source of "accessory" factors for
the pgocytic reaction did not help bring about the uptake of the labeled
serum. Thus, the FITC conjugated sara, one homologous for rabbit WBC
(rabbit serum) and one heterolocous to rabbit WEC (calf serum) were neither
one adsorbed onto or taken into the normal rabbit BC. The IITC-labeled
sera, therefore, behaved as did the 7ITC-labeled huan albumin. These re-
sults are in contrast to positive phagocytosis by WSC of rhodamine-labeled
bovine albumin. [J
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The significance of these observations must await further in-
vestigations. However, Parker and Sc1.i4!2/ --eported that vartilýae 21-

iezes of labeled Y-globulin and rheuatoid factor were roquired before
phagocytosis occurred. They found that fluorescein-labeled globulin alone
was not phagocytized. The rhodamine bovine albuin used by us did have
a slight turbidity but none of the IITC-labeled proteins had noticeable
turbidity. Our results might thus be correlated with this difference in
phagocytosis depending upon the presence or absence of particulates. If
this is true, then we can readily overcome the failure to label the NC
by using particulate complexes. Plastic particles, bentonite, or antipzn-
antibody complexes such as were used in our earlier stndissY cobined
with or reacted with a fluorescent-labeled antibody •y be readily phag-
cytized. Thus by this method passive sensitization or labeling of SC

I my be accomplished.

After the above observations, we repeated our previous study of
Strying to label the normal WC with 1.1 i ellipsoidal fluorescent plastic

particles. This was rapidly accomplished and the SC still appeared to be

El viable.
J. Use of rhodune-abeled bovine albuin as an i=icator ftor

MC reactions: SC from one poliovirus 1 and one pollovimu 2 ma rab-
bit were obtained by the citrate-2 percent dextran method, and these wvo
used In viral identification tests. Rbodine-1* led bovine albtiln (as
described in previous section) was added to each WK preparation. After
2b to 85 ain. at room temperature -- to permit flurescent Iabell" of the
SC -- thes rbodsmine-labeled cells were used to mask coverelip prepare-
tions by mix Immune cells and virus. Thee. WC prpwrations were not
highly reactive when tested with virus. The poliovius 2 Immne MC were
affected by 1 - 10 poliovirus 2 and this could be observed in the fluo-
rescence smicosope by following cellular chongs with the rbodmix'e tlvo.ii resence. SC disappeared and those which remained more elooapted wd
Msolln, and clwpe wen observed. SC chews also were observed byI] fluorescence micrmsooW for poliovIrus 2 ILa SC treated with I-100
poliovirus 2 but these cheWs were certalna insufMicint f/r viral
identification purWses. Sadlar sorpholotic cimng1s is wM-tlmemt-

p ~labeled polloviruas 2 UIina SC wet. observed by bright tielA micrescoopc
observations set up 8Wmataaeously vith the tests sing the rboimine-
labeled SAC.

[ Comlemat lysis end cellular s ia torabbit SC wee ss-
cesstully followed uslng rhe4•t - dlabeled bovine albusda treated SC.
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k. Phaincytic tests with coated and onczated particles: Earlier

In this report we presented evidence and cited literature indicating that I|
VC 41A not appear to pick up antibody or labeled protein unless the
foreign material was particulate in nature. Experiments were conducted
to Gtermniz whether It might be possible to transport serum proteins into II
the DC, i.e., passively sensitize the WC, by using bentonite or fluo-

leacent plastic particles as particulate carrierF. of the protein.

Bentonite particles were prepared as described by Bozicevich
et al. ,4/ using Bentone M (National Lead Company) as the starting mate-
rial. Dentone 58 particles are 0.5 to 1.0is in size. Aliquots of these I|
bentoaite particles were coated with (1) fluorescein isothiocyanate (nlm)
labeled norsmal rabbit serum, and (2) FTC-labeled normal calf .ev RHoom
t~e~rature adsorption for 30 min. was used. This procedu-e w'as riA'] •+
to that employed by Potter and Stollerman in their studipa or. phagonytosis I

of bentonite-coated particles.R/ In slide reactions betwecn norms . idbbit
WC and both the FITC-labeled normal rabbit serua and FITC-labeled normal
ca sfrum, we failed to observe a significant phago~-in pickup of the
coated bentonite particles. Our observations were made by means of the
fluorestnt microscope and the WOC were observed aft.z incubation for
I hr. at rooa temperature had been allowed for thi, particle pickup to take
place. 2hus, our results are somewat different than Potter and Stollermar
obtained vith non-FITC-labeled y-globulin. They had obtain-d phagocytoais
of globulin-coated particle.. Hovever, they observed vide variations in
pllgocytosis of globulin-coated bentoniute particles depending upon the
source and method of processing the globulin.

e made a sinilal study using WI C frca a nonKl rat. - entonite +
particles In three different buffers (glycine, rv*•ophate, and Locks-
Citrate) were coated with normal rabbit serum. The sqrm-:o&*ed bentonite
particles were then added to aliquots of the norual rat VC. W phe l-
cytic pickup was chocked immediately ard again after 1-1/2 to 2 hr.incub•tiosa.
With the bright field microscope, we oburveod the bentonite particles in
and arowd the cells imediately after mixing. After incubation, mthylle.
blue staini, t of the 1C demonstrated ntumrous bentorite partieOes ij the
large SC and lymphecytes. The SC suaspnde4 in the glyclne and Locka-
Citrate buffers were mrae active than WC in the phosphate buffer. the
SC picbk of the serum-coato4 particles vas also checked by fluoresence U
micrtscopy. To do this we added a drop of FUI-labeled antirabbit globuiin
to the UK aixtjzs wan observed the fluorescent staining or the particles f
end cells. by this fluorescenmt stainin procedure, we could demonatrate J
that the serme-coated particles were quckly attached to the outside of the
rat WSC &d by 1-1/2 to 2 hr. lar agegrates of particles were observed
inside the NC.,
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'1 Based on the varied results obtained with tease bentonite parti-
cles, it appears that the FnTC treatmnt of the serum before it is adsorbed
on te bentonite particles my prevent the phagocytic pickup of the

ri coated particles. A second factor may have also influenced the SC re-
actions with the coated particles. Th-s related to the use of serum
homlogous or heterologous to the W$C for coating the particles. In the one

1| experiment rabbit W$C failed to pick up bentonite particles coated with
rabbit serum. Thuq, the WBC might have considered the rabbit serum as
homologous; therefcre, the particles were not picked up. In the rat WW

'Istudies, t'e rabbit serum (on the bentonite particles) vat heterologouA;
I theretore, the rat USC phagocytized the coated particles due the *foreign"

protein. However, we had expected the USC used in the first experiment to
I phagocytize the bentonite particles coated with calf serum, since the calf

Sserum protein was "foreign' to the WBC. Yet this did not occur.

1 In two other experiments WBC were tested for the pickup of
fluorescent plastic particles. Contrasting results were obtained. AC
from a normal rabbit were tested against three concentrations (0.1 iN/il,

1-U mg/ml and 0.001 ag/iml) of plastic particles in pH 8.2 glycine buffer.
Practically no particles were phagocytized. When similar tests were made
with WBC from a normal rat, phagocytosis of the fluorescent plastic parti-
cles was ouserved ,early i'eiately after the addition of the particles
cles was ours~ervdt partles in Thee~sctadprilswr
to the cells and as' •r 1-1/! hr. incubation st 37?C the SBC contained
numro~us ftuoreszert particles. These phgoytixed particles were ro-

leased vthen the rat USC cells ware 1ysed by the addition of guinea pig
complawat. It should be pointed out that about 50 percent of the rat
WBC contalrni, phegocytised fluorescent plastic particles were still vi-

* able after 2U hr. at 37*C.

It bece readily apVarent fyat these studies wIth fluorescent
plastic particles that considerale variation in pha#ocytic actiou oecur-
red.

I t Shortly afr these phfagocytic tests were doen, the article by
DiBone et &I,/ appeared. Thir Interesting druanstrated that
phagocytic cells are capable of reoognia as "tborelw altered autoln•pua

i constitnts but the alteration mast be 'iderquately" displaky•d We believe
that to have satisfactory passive pickup of antibody by WC the antibody
will hove to be "fore4Og to the WC; therefore, we sbould use a heterol-
cgus antibody for the SCS I.e. antibody frt ow speies ad 1C from
another species.
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S1. Use of antlglobuline to study NBC: Two experiments were
performed to test whether FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin (of goat I
origin) could be used to locate rabbit globulin in normal rabbit MBC and
in rat WBC passively sensitized to rabbit serum. NBC were obtained from

a normal rabbit using two different VBC separation procedures. Dextran L
(200,000 - 300,000 molecular weight) was used to separate the WBC in one

fraction of citrated blood. The WBC suspension was then divided and part
of the cells were washed to get rid of the dextran and plasma; the other
fraction of NBC was left in the dextran-citrate diluent. NBC were also

obtained by differential centrifugation of citrated whole rabbit blood.
Suspensions of each of the three WBC fractions vere then exposed to the
action of FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin. Immediately after the addition
of the labeled antiglobulin, aliquots of each suspension were observed
under the fluorescent ýAcroscope and only a rare WBC exhibited fluorescence.
After 1-I/2 hr. of incubation on a roller drum at 37*C, aliquots of each
suspension were again observed and all three preparations had large clumps
of fluorescent material. The cells were even obscured by the material.
This material. was granular and was a typical antigen-antibody precipitate;
thus the antiglobulin had reacted with the normal rabbit serum (globulin) 1
present in the suspension and on the surface of the NBC. However, the
precipitate prevented adequate determination of where the reaction took
place. After 20 hr. incubation at 370C, fluorescent observations were
again made of the treated .BC suspensions and fluorescent particulates
were observed inside the WBC. All cells separated by the differential
centrifugation citrate method w.re dead but many of the dextran separated :
cells were viable and contained fluorescent granules both inside and on

the surface of the WBC. Thus we did get a reaction between the FITC-
labeled antirabbit globulin and the globulin present in or around the I
normal rabbit NBC; however, the results of these tests were of little
value in our passive sensitization work.

In studies with ra,._ VBC passively sensitized with normal rabbit
serum, three different suspending fluids were used for the WBC. (These
WBC were obtained by the dextran-citrate procedure.) WBC packed and re-
suspended in (1) Locke-Citrate buffer; (2) Aedium 199, pH 7.0; and (3)
0.85 percent NaCl were each passively sensitized with normal rabbit serum
by incubation at 370C for 1-1/2 hr. Aliquots of each suspension of WBC

were treated with a 1-100 dilution of FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin. 11
This FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin was used to serve as an indicator
of the location of the normal rabbit serum used to passively sensitize the
WBC. By fluorescent microscopy, we were able to show that the normal
rabbit serum appeared to be attached to the surface of many of the NBC.
The small V;C (lymphocytes) appeared to pick up more serum (or stain jj
brighter) than the larger NBC.
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From these two studies, we feel that the use of FITC anti-

globulin will only be helpful in passive sensitivity studies for systems

in which a heterologous serum is used to sensitize the cells. Even then
the antiglobulin appears to us to have limited use or value.

m. Skin tests for assessment of rabbit imunity:. We had
wondered if there was a way to predict a good WBC rabbit source so we
skin-tested all of our immmu rabbits to determine if skin reactivity
might be used an an indicator. Each imume rabbit was shaved and un-

diluted, 1-10 and 1-100 dilutions of the corresponding immunizing antigen
were injected intradermally (0.1 ml. per injection). After 24, 48, 96, a

144 hr., erythema, edema, and hemorrhage were measured for each site of

inoculation. No induration nor necrosis occurred at any injection site.

The complete results will not be given in this report but merely sliarized.
All immune animals responded with erythema and nost of them with edema;
however, the degree of reaction was much more pronounced with the SFV
imnune rabbits. Only one poliovirus immune rabbit responded to the 1-100
dilution of virus. Approximate readings for the anm-rals are tabulated as

II follows:

Virtu Dilution Injected]Undiluted 1-10 1-100

Poliovirus 1 - Inmmune Rabbits

jErythema 8-15 mm. 6-10 mm. 0-6 mam.
Edema 5-15 am. 0-10 ma. 0 M.

SPoliovirus 2 - Immune Rabbits

Erythema 7-16 ma. 0-8 am. 0 M,.
Edema 4-13 ma. 0-Trace 0 mam.

SFV Immune Rabbits

SErythema 29-33. mm. 9-17 mm. 5-9 am.
Edema 25-32 ma. 7-12 mm. 0-8 Ma.

] It appears that all the rabbits had skin sensitivity to their
corresponding antigens; however, we could not predict any difference in
reactivity of WBC from any single rabbit upon the basis of these tests.
The SFV immune rabbits were more skin sensitive probably due to the presence

of a small amount of serum in the antigens used to immunize them. It
would have been desirable to test the SFV rabbits with muse brain SFV,

but we did not want to cause them to develop a WBC sensitivity to brain

tissue such as the SFV in mouse brain. These skin tests only indicated
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that the animals were sensitive to the antigen injected. Whether this
.anti4en was the virus 2er se was not proved. These data were not supris- ii
ing aiAce we knew the animals all possessed neutralizing antibody to the
virus used to Imunize them; however, skin sensitivity is more closely re-
lated to the hypersensitive state than the mere presence of antibody. We f
believe the WEC reactions will be more likely in a hypersensitized animal
than in just an irmne animal. Our rat WBC work previously reported bears
on this point.

n. Inviyo labeling of WBC: Two simple experiments were per-
formed to see if it were possible to label the WBC in vivo by the in-
travenous injection of fluorescent particles or a fluorogenic compound.
Thirty minutes after the intravenous injection of mice with 0.2 to 0.25 ml.
of a suspension of fluorescent plastic particles (1.1ik ellipsoidal I
particles) no fluorescent particles were observed in blood smears examined
with the fluorescent microscope. However, smears prepared by mashing a
small piece of spleen tissue between two slides revealed numerous fluo- j
rescent plastic particles in the splenic tissue. These particles were
apparently in the splenic macrophages and also seemed to concentrate in
the splenic nodules. These results are not surprising since the spleen
is the main reticuloendothelial organ for removal of foreign materials.
Liver smears prepared from these mice also contained fluorescent particles
but not to the extent seen in the spleen. These results are quite in-
teresting when one considers that the spleen became very fluorescent after
the injection of only 20 Mg. - 25 pg. of the plastic particles. We believe
these fluorescent plastic particles will make ideal RES clearance mate-
rials but they will not label the circulating WBC for more than a few
minutes.

In the other in io labeling study, we utilized a dilute solu-
tion of fluorescein diacetate (FDA). This compound is fluorogenic and 1
fluorescein produced by its hydrolysis fluoresces. FDA was dissolved in jJ
acetcone and then further diluted in 0.85 percent NaCl to a final concentra-
tion of 0.05 mg/ml, This solution (0.1 ml.) was injected intravenously i|
into each mouse without obvious harm. Thirty minutes later blood smears
and spleen pulp smears were prepared and examined with the fluorescent
microscope. If the FDA had been taken up by the WEC and hydrolyzed we
would have expected to see some fluorescence in the blood smears. This
did occur but only a few cells were fluorescent. Since FDA has only
limited solubility under aqueous conditions, we suspected that the mate-
rial became insoluble in the blood stream and u s then taken up as a
"particulate" which was later converted within the cells to the fluorescent
compound. Similar fluorescent cells or aggregates were observed in the
spleen smears, but again relatively few cells or nodules contained the
fluorescent material.
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The above results may have valuable applications in other work
but not for reaching the goals of this project.

o. Lysis of NBC by guinea piS sera: In the previous sections
of this report, we have frequently mentioned the use )f guinea pig ser=m
as a source of complement and/or other heat-labile components. The use of
such normal guinea pig sera to enhance lytic reactions has been reported
for many antigen-antibody systems and no attempt will be made at this time
to review the literature on the effects of complement and/or guinea pig
heat-labile substances. However our studies, particularly with the rat

[ WBC, indicated that we must be concerned with the potential cellular changes
induced in WBC by normal guinea pig sera and the effects of complement on
the imimne reactions involving WBC.

(1) Effect of guinea pig sera on rat WBC: Earlier in this
report we noted that rat WBC were lysed rapidly by normal guinea pig sera.El 'BC from both normal and innune rats were affected and all the VBC were
lysed within a matter of minutes after the guinea pig sera were added to
the WBC. The guinea pig sera were obtained from normal guinea pigs and

Shad been processed so as to retain a high complement level, i.e., the sera
were separated rapidly and frozen immediately after they were separated
from the cellular components of the blood. In the rat NBC studies re-

] ported, two separate guinea pig sera were tested and both were highly
lytic to the rat WBC. WBC from two different rats at each of two dif-
ferent bleedings were lysed; therefore, we felt additional investigation
was needed concerning the problem. Although the literature has not been
fully checked, we have not found a specific reference to this particularly
lytic phenomenon. Walfordl4/ in his book "Leukocyte Antigens and Anti-
bodies" discusses leukolysins and mentions that a rapid leukolytic re-
action occurs with the blood of normal humans when suspended in sera of
certain other animals. However, these comments and the other references

iJ to leukolysins in Walford's book dealt mainly with human white cells.

The rats used in the SFV studies cited in the previous para-
graph were Carvorth Farms All-Purpose Albinos. The guinea pigs used as a
source of complement were "run-of-the-mill" mixed breed animals. Since a
group of normal guinea pigs from the Hartley Strain and a group of normal
Charles River Albino rats were avilable, we conducted experiments to deter-
mine whether the lysis of rat WBC by guinea pig serumn was observed with
WBC and sera from animals of these other sources.

The WBC frm each of six Charles River Albino rats were
rapidly lysed by the two guinea pig preparations used in our SPY work. In

Smost of these slides the WBC were completely lysed in 10-15 min. Inactiva-
tion of the guinea pig sormu at 56"C for 30 min. prevented the 1ytio offect
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of the guinea pig serum, but the inactivated serum caused a leukoagglutina-
tion of the IMC and large clump. of NBC were quickly formed when rat WBC
were treated with inactivated serum. Dilutions of 1-10 or higher of the
non-inactivated guinea pig serum eliminated the lytic and agglutinating
property of the guinea pig serum.

Normal sera from each of four Hartley Strain guinea pigs*
and two run-of-the-mill guinea pigs lysed the WBC from two Carworth Farm [I
All-Purpose Albino Rats. Therefore, it appears that the phenomenon of rat
WBC lysis by normal guinea pig sera is not peculiar to the animals used in
our SFV studies. This lytic problem was also one of the prime reasons
for relegating rat WBC studies to a lower priority for viral identifica-
tion. H

(2) Effect of guinea pig @era on rabbit WBC: Problems with
non-specific lysis of rabbit NBC were not encountered in our early work;
however, during the later studies we had a number of rabbit BC prepara-
tions which were lysed by normal guinea pig serum (as a source of comple-
ment and/or heat-labile components). H

In our earlier studies, the WBC preparations were not
packed and then resuspended in a solution free of anticoagulant. During
these later studies most of the WBC suspensions were freed of the anti-
coagulant by an extra sedimentation, decantation, and resuspension in
0.85 percent NaCl (saline) or similar solutions. Such "washed" WBC sus-
pensions were found to be quite susceptible to lysis by fresh normal guinea
sera. This guinea pig serum effect was removed by heat inactivation
(56eC for 30 min.) but inactivated serum retained some leukoagglutinating
activity for rabbit WBC. A fivefold or higher dilution of the guinea pig
serum prevented its lytic action on rabbit WBC.

The enhancing effect of guinea pig complement in some of our
earlier studies was quite beneficial to the read-out; however, in the
light of our later observations on the lytic effect of guinea pig sera on
NBC, both rabbit and rat, care must taken in the planning and interpre-
tation of WBC experiments. Our recent observations do not invalidate
any rZ our earlier observations, since the controls run with each test were
sufficient to delineate any non-specific guinea pig serum effects.

3. Conclusions

;A X phagocytomis experiments have been conducted in an ef-
fort to develop a procedure which will be useful for the identification
of 100 or fewer virus particles in 6 hr.
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WBC from rabbits jmune to poliovirus 1, poliovirus 2, and to

Semliki Forest Virus have been studied for their ability to indicate the
presence of the specific virus for which the cells had been actively sen-
sitized. By the microscopic observation of the morphological changes ofI these imune WBC after they are exposed to the specific virus we have been
able to identify 250 to 1,000 TCID5 0 of polioviruses (both types 1 and 2)
and Semliki Forest Virus. However, the regularity of such positive identi-
fications has been poor. Numerous variables affect the capacity of the WBC
to elicit such a specific identification. Many of these variables reflect
the conditions used to immunize the animal supplying the WEC. Our studies
have been conducted with WBC from animals known to contain antibody to the
viruses, yet we cannot correlate our successes or failures with antibody
levels. Still other variables relate to the in vitro portion of the pro-
cedure. Methods of WBC separation, the diluents, and other reagents are
only a few of the variables encountered in the final phases of the experi-
ments on viral identification. As mentioned in this report certain ac-
cessory factors such as guinea pig complement or serum have varied effects
on the test system.

I A number of attempts to quantify the WBC reactions between polio-
virus 1, poliovirus 2, and Semliki Forest Virus with the corresponding
imune WBC have not resulted in positive identification of the viruses
studied. However, by use of a hemacytometer-counting technique we have
reduced the variations in WBC tests due to the number of cells present at

Sthe time of read-out. We attribute the failure to identify the viruses in
these studies to the lack of sensitivity of the VBC preparations and/or
other factors which are as yet unknown. The WC preparations also failed
to exhibit the sam degree of morphologic changes which have been observed
in previous studies and by which we have been able to identify 250 to
1,000 TCID50 of virus.

I Data obtained by skin tests in the immune rabbits indicate that
the animals are hypersensitive to the antigens but we have not yet been
able to utilize this information to help improve the identification pro-
cedures by proper selection of WC source animals.

We also have varied the timing and method of antigenic stimula-
tion of the rabbiti without finding the best method to maintain or in-
crease the sensitivity of the WSC preparations. It appears that consider-
able investigation will be required to determine the optimum procedure for
obtaining satisfactory imam NBC for 1Ljia Viral identifications.

Data were obtained on the preparation and use of fluorescent-
labeled proteins in the virus identification procedures using WDC. In
studies with rhodamine-labeled bovine albwUn we observed the activeI
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~lecytosis of the labeled protein by normal WC and morphologic changes
in Inum UC when they were exposed to virus. In contrast to these posi-
tive results, our studies v•ih three 7ITC-labeled proteins (human serum
albumin, normal rabbit serum, and normal bovine serum) have been disap-
pointing since the FITC-labeled proteins were not phagocytized by normal
UC.

Studies on the phagocytic ,pickup of serum-coated bentonite
particles indicates that passive sensitization of WBC from normal animals
by means of such bentonite particles will be influenced by the type of serum
used. Apparently, the 1WC recognize the difference between homologous and
heterologous serum adsorbed to the particulates. Particles coated with
heterologous serum (such as the antiserum to a virus) will be phagocytized
better than particles coated with serum homologous to the WBC. The FITC
labeling of serum may alter its ability to be used in passive sensitiza-
tion studies.

We observed wide variation of the phagocytic pickup of fluo-
rescent plastic particles by individuel WBC preparations without any ob-
vious reascns for the different WBC reactions. With rat WBC, it was pos-

sible to follow release of the phagocytized fluorescent particles due to
guinea pig serum lysis of the rat WBC.

WBC from mice actively immunized against poliovirus 1, polio-
virus 2, and spent tissue culture fluid failed to permit viral identifi-
cation by the in vit'-o phagolytic test procedure. Thus, with another
species of animals and a rapid method of immnization (intravenous), we
have not improved our possibility for developing this method of viral
identification.

Antiglobulins tagged with FITC have been used to locate the serum
globulin in normal and passively sensitized WBC; however, this method has
definite limitatiops. One of the limitations is the precipitation re-
action occurring if homologous serum is used to passively sensitize the
cells or if the homologous serum has not been completely washed away from
the 16C.

Intravenous injection of fluorescent plastic particles and of a

fluorogenic compound failed to give a good In vivo method of tagging WBC.
Nowever, the injection of the 1.1 mg elli.soidal fluorescent plastic parti- ii
cles has been found to be a potential new and novel way of following RMS
clearance.*[~

All of the data on the in vitro phagocytosis method for viral
identification emphasizes the variability and difficulties to be encountered
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in the use of such live cell methods. With sufficient work and proper
conditions, this method may eventually be applied for viral identifica-
tion; however, we are not optimistic that the variability can be overcome
without considerable more research than was possible within the time
limits of the current contract. Thus, with the encouragement and advice
of our sponsors, we redirected our efforts during the latter part of the
contract period to investigations of other methods, such as imaunodif-
fusion and means of measuring soluble virus-antibody reactions.

I B. Synthetic Phospholipid Membranes

1 1. Introduction

The use of phospholipid bilayer membranes for immunological
identification of virus is based on the following assumptions: (1) that
an antigen-antibody-complement complex results in the formation of a
phospholipase from one of the complement components; (2) that the
phospholipase mentioned above will react with the phospholipids of the
bilayer memtrane and result in the transformation of these phospholipids
ir-, their lyso-derivatives (e.g., lecithin transformed into lysol-II• ecithin); (3) that the resulting lysolecithin or other lyso-compounds
will alter the bilayer membranes, either by promoting rupture of theIImembranes or by altering their electrical characteristics.

Recent studies on phospholipid preparations have shown that it
is possible to prepare bilayer phospholipid membranes 0.5 to 2.0 M. in
diameter which are relatively stable and which exhibit a high resistance
to current flow. 1 5j 1 7 (See Fig. 1.) Membranes as large as 10 lm. in
diameter have been made .1•/ Although these membranes are only about 60
thick, they offer a DC resistance of 0.2 to 4.0 meg 0/cm and can withstand
voltages up to approximately 200 my. Thus, by monitoring the resistance
and other electrical characteristics across apertures bearing these mem-
branes, it is possible to detect changes In structure and compositlon of
the membranes. Rupture of the membranes is, of course, accompanied by aJ rapid drop in resistance.

A number of investigations have shown that one of the components
of complement may, in the presence of an antigen-antibody complex, be tranm-
formed into an enzym, phospholipase.AA19  There is evidence that a com-
plement-derived phospholipase is responsible for the lysis of erythrocytes

1 (for a brief review see Phillips and Middleton),!?/ although sowe workers
have questioned the role of phospholipase in complement-associated cell
lysis.202l/ Nevertheless, Klibansky and deVriesý/ have shown an effect
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of lysolecithin in phospholipese A-treated blood on erythrocytes. Although
the amount of lysolecithin formed was not adequate tc produce hemolysis,
it did cause BC sphering and some loss of cholesterol from the m*rane.
These effects were reversed by albumin but not by fibrinogen, Y-globulin
or hemoglobiin.ý2/ Since lysolecithin is selectively bound by albumin,._/
it is probable that at least sow of the lack of agreemnt aong investi-
gators on the role of phospholipase in cell lysis is due to a bindi of
the lysophosphatidyl compounds by albumin in solution or albumin bound to
the cell surface. IellerL_/ for example, has pointed out that lysolecithin
effects on cell membranes may be limited to the area of interaction of anti-
gen and antibody. Therefore, if a phospholipase is in fact produced by
complement-fixing antigen-antibody reactions, it is mre likely that the
phospholipase produced by this reaction would be capable of hydrolysing
phospholipids of a manufactured bilayer film if the antigen-antibody-
complement complex were in contact with the film.

Previous studies on sonolayered-phospholipids have shown that
these mwnolayers are affected by phospholipase. In investigations by
Hughes2__/ on the effects of venom phospholipases acting on lecithin mono-
layers, it was found that very small quantities of phospholipe" could be
detected by the enzyim-induced lecithin-to-lysolecithin transformation.
"In these stidies the lecithin-to-lysolecithin conversion was detected by
changes in surface potential. Similar studies on the fall of surface po-
tential of spread lecithin film have been reported by Colaccio and
"Rapport._6/ Enzymatically produced changes in monolayered phospholipid
effected by the lecithin-to-lysolocithin conversion have also been studied
by particle electrophoresis, E7 j.2S and by an isotope .ethod.29_30/

Although no one to date has reportedly utilized the biiayar
phospholipid membrane of Nualler et al., and of Huang et al., R' 1 6  for
the detection of phospholipase activity, it Is likely that chan*es in
electrical resistance produced by the action of phospholipase would i•a I

• this method one of the most sensitive ones available for phospDl•ipasee I
activity detection. Therefore, if the union of antl4en plus antibody.1 plus complement causes a complement-to-phospbolipese trasfbrmtion, this
phospholipase night be best detected by its effect on the bilayer phos-
pholipid membrane. Detection of the phoapholipase would be facilitated
if the antigen-antibody combination is in direct contact with the phopho-
lipid membrane, as indicated above. Thus, one nilht anticipate that a
single virus particle reacted with specific antibody and ca"p.amnt could
cause localized changes and/or rupture of such a bilayer lipid mran,
if the Innaw complex were in contact with the Imbrans. The Increased
solubility of the enzymatically produced lyso-phosphatidyl cospomd VoilJ
weaken the membrane structure. Test specificity (i.e., Identification of
the virus type) would be provided by the availability of hihly specific
antibody preparations against the various types of virus.
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In view of the reasonable promise of success for virus identifi-
cation with very small nbers of virus particles offered by the bilayer
yhospholipid membrane methods, the following study was initiated. The
first peart of the study was devoted to investigating the effects of a
known phospholipase preparation on the electrical properties of these
phospbolipid membranes. The second part of the study was devoted to a
study on the effects of antigen (virus)-antibody-complement complexes on
these membranes.

2. Materials and Methods

a. Bilayer membrane cell device: A Lucite chamber fashioned
frem sheet Lucite was constructed for holding a polyethylene cup as shown
In Fig. 2. This Lucite chamber was positioned in a Lucite constant temp-
erature bath so that the level of the water in the bath was below the top
of the Lucite chamber. Water in the constant temperatitre bath was held at
36.5*C by anas of heated water passed from a Hlake constant temperature
circulator through a copper tubing coil in the bath (Fig. 3). Concrete
blocks were used In a shock mounting to minimize the effect of vibrations
on the mmbrane.

A portion of the wall of the polyethylene cup was milled fr,,•m
the inside as shown in Fig. 1-B and an approximately 1.0 mm. diameter hole
formd at the thinned wall area with a heated needlk guided with a Leitz"
aicromanipulator. Care was taken to prevent the hot needle from actually
touching the polyethylene. The beat polyethylene cup units were prepared
from trimed screw cap polyethylene sample bottla,. (33 m. high prior to
tri-In). These polyethylene cups wert held in a piece of Lucite sheet
cut to fit easily in the Lucite cell and drilled with a hole just large
enough so that the polyethylene cup could be forced into it. This piece
of Lucite served as a base for holding the polyethylene cup in place during
each experiment.

Buffered saline was added to the Lucite cell and the polyethylene
cup so that the level of buffer was about 1.5-2.0 m. below the surface of
the cup and about 7.0 m. above the membrane opening tn the polyethylene
cup. The phospholipid mixture was added to the mambrane opening by means
of a small coml's hair or sable artist's paint brush after the electrodes
had been positioned and the bath had reached the desired constant temper-
sture of 36.5"C.
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b. Preparation and evaluation of egg phospholipid: The phos-
pholipid used in the experiments reported here was prepared from fresh
egg yolks by the method of Pangborn.L_/ Lecithin prepared by this method
was colorless and hence presumably relatively unoxidized. Lecithin prep-
arations that we obtained commercially were, in contrast, brown in color.
Since oxidation of the phospholipid affects the quality of the bilayer
phospholipid membranes,l 6 . 2 5 / an attempt was made to use only relatively

H unoxidized phospholipid materials in this study. Three different batches
of this lecithin were prepared and stored under nitrogen at -60*C.
Portions of each batch were stored either solvent-free or dissolved in
the n-tetradecane-chloroform-methanol solution of Huang et al.L2/

In some studies we added c-tocopherol to the phospholipid mix-
tures, since Wirth et al. L2/ produced stable bilayer membranes for periods
up to 13 hr. with 0.1 percent o-tocopherol in their lipid mixtures.

H Mueller et al. 15/ also used o-tocopherol in their membrane preparations.

Qualitative examinations of our lecithin preparations were done
with Eastman Chromagram No. K301R2 silica gel thin-layer chromatography
sheets which had been activated by heating for 1 hr. at 100*C. Lecithin
samples (10 mg.) dissolved in 0.5 ml. of chloroform were spotted onto the
chromatography sheets and the sheets developed with a chloroform/methanol/
water (65-25-4) mixture in a chromagram developing apparatus for about
2 hr. The sheets were then sprayed with a solution of rhodamine-B in
ethanol and the phospholipid spots observed under ultraviolet light. The
results of the TLC tests showed that lecithin was present as a major frac-
tion of the total phospholipid in our extracted yolk preparations.

[1 Since the phospholipid bilayer membranes were used to detect im-
munological reactions, some consideration was given to ionic strength, pI
and divalent cation composition of the saline solution used in the cell
unit. Three buffered salines were used, all with 0.85 percent NaCl in
distilled-deionized water: pH 7.2, 0.01 N Na2 PO4 -Na2 9PO4 (PBS); pH 7.2,
0.05 ionic strength tris; and pH 7.4-7.5 veronal buffer (VBS). The best
results in regard to membrane formation were obtained with the veronal
buffered saline, which is also the buffered saline recoamended for cam-
plement fixation tests.L3/ It is probable that the Ca++ and ft++ ions
present in VBS serve to stabilize the phospholipid bilayer membranes.

c. Proteolipid: "Ox" brain proteolipid was prepared by the
method of Mueller et al. (1963)1/ and by their later method (1964).W/
After preparation, the lipids were placed in chloroform-mathanol (2 p.
proteolipid per 48 al. chloroform and 32 ml. methanol) and stored at 44C.
n-Tetradecane was added to constitute 18 percent of the final mixture by
volume just prior to use in membrane preparation.
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d. Preparation of bileyer Dhoseholipid membranes: Bilayer phos-
pbol pi• meMbranes approximately 60W thick and about 1.0 m. in diameter }
vo produced by a modifioation of the method of Huang et al.L6/ Initial
studiea were carried out with the polyethylene cell units shown in Fig. 2.
To epare phospbolipid membranes, phospholipid-containing mixtures added I
to the aperture in each polyetthylene unit and bilayer membranes formed as
Shown in Fig. 1-C. The phospholipid mixture used was the one recomended
by ang at al.:.1J 2.0 percent lecithin; 18.0 percent n-tetradecane;4.O percent chloroform; and 32.0 percent metinol.

e. Optical evaluation of membranes: A Unitron stereoscopic I
microscope (40X) plus a Leitz microscope lamp as a light source were used

to observe the membrane during the course of the experiments. Electrical

measurements were not made until the lecithin solution pulled away from
the center of the hole to give a "black" bilayer membrane.

f. DC electrical measurements: Measurement of current flow II
through the phospholipid membranes was done with Ag-AgCl + saturated KC1t-
glass electrodes connected to a DC voltage source (1-1/2 v. Eveready
battery) via a Beckman Helipot potentiometer and a Keithley model 220
electrometer as shown in Fig. 4. The electrometer in turn was connected
to a Honeywell Electronik 19 recorder in order to obtain a continuous
record of current changes. The voltaes applied were kept low (ap-

rrxtigtela 30 wv. ) in order to uye cotze membrane breakdoon due to the
voltage. L

g. AC electrical measurements: Changes in voltage drop across
the membrane window, due either to breakage of the phospholipd membrane
or to changes in the electrical characteristics of the membrane, were !

measured with the equipment shown in Fig. 5. A 200-cycle, alternating-
current signal was continuously fed acossl the marane from a Hewlett-

Packard 241A Oscillator. A 106 C) resistance was interposed in the
circuit as shown. All lines were shielded and individual pieces of equip-
ment, including the water bath, were grounded to reduce 60 cycle AC noise.

Silver/silver chloride + saturated KC1 glass electrodes were
positioned in the inner and outer chambers (i.e., on either side of the

membrane window) an for the DC studies described above. A Coliubia Re- H
search Laboratories model 4000 cathode follower (approximately unity ain)
and a Hewlett-Packard model I3 A oscilloscope werr used as shown. When

no mabrane was present in the vindow, there was a s1 voltage drop
across the electrodes of approximately 2 av. in most experiments. This
voltage drop was subtracted from measured voltages with llbranes in the
membrane windov.
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3. Experiments

a. Membrane stability: Phospholipid membranes were produced
with our lecithin preparations when veronal buffered complement-fixation
saline was used for the cell unit. Much longer lasting membranes were
produced with this VBS as compared with phosphate or tris-buffered saline
(see Table 10, p. 58).

One problem which frequently occurred during the experimental
runs was the appearance of a small bubble on the membrane. This bubble
produced some disturbances in the electrical measurements. Another problem
which occurred with all of the buffered salines was that membranes fre-
quently ruptured within 5 min. after their application. The results sum-[.1 marized in Table 10 include only those membranes which lasted more than
5 min., although they also include data from membranes which were ac-u cidentally ruptured from unavoidable vibrations.

In order to produce a membrane, it was often necessary to make
a large number of attempts with phospholipid mixtures applied by the sable
brush. Frequently no membrane at all was formed or, if formed, it lasted
only a few seconds. Table 11 sutarizes the results obtained in a series
of experiments run from 4 March to 6 May 1966, with lecithin and proteolipid
mixtures. Thi! table contains data for membranes which lasted for more than
a few seconds but does not include the total number of brush attempts
(i.e., it does not include "membranes" which lasted for very brief inter-
vals or failures to form any membrane at all).

TABLE 11

PIIOSPHOLIPI (LECITH~IN QR PROToIPZD
BILAW 3DRAN ST3LZTT

(Bilayer membranes produced from a mixture of purified egg lecithin or
bovine brain proteolipid in n-tetradecane, chloarform and methanol
during the period from 4 March to 6 May 1966.)

. . Mumbranes
Total No. Lasting % Lasting

No. 5 Min. or 5 Mn. or
made Lo r -Lonr-

SLecithin 297 87 99.3

Proteolipid 144 51 35.4
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The earlier experiments vith eg lecithin for the production of
fl membranes gave a higher percentage of successful membrans -- ones lasting
1' ~over 5 min. -- than the later experiments (see Table 12). Although lecithin

preparations vere kept at freezer temperature, approximately -60% until
the day of uses prolonged storage my have aLlowed a detrimental, alteration[I ~of the lipid. In regatri to the brain proteolipid material# however, stor-
age at refrigerator tesiperature (approximately 4*C) for about wne month didf] ~not seen to change significantly its ability to form mumbranes.

TAMLE 12

LECITHIN BIIA12 )UBBWAWI: DNCWT (F TS
OF L3CTIN ON MUNRAN STABEhIT

Total No. Lasting Lasting
NO. 5 Min. or 5 Min. or

[J 4prah to29 March is& 85 55.2

30 March to 6April 143 2 1.4

b. DC studies: Both lecithin and proteolipid awabranes vert
tested against imeavological reactants (antigen..antibody-complelamnt) as
well as against snake venom phospholipasa. The substances used In thaem
tests are suiainied in Table 13. None of these inateriala, in Membranes

I tested by the DC voltage mtWA, showed any consistent effects an the
masibranes. Unfortunately, '.he e was so usch variability In control mew
brain liftitm (duration prior to break~gs) that good evaluation of Inow.

logic reactant effects on amrams was not possible.

c. AC studies: In studies on the effects of these Ummkgica1iJ reactants on the electrical properties of nembranes subjeeted to AC aw-
rents, there w04 again too such variability In tasoe weection prior to
the a1ddition Of IMWAW100CAl Meatants 'to evalUate tbe resuts. RI rap~d.0 ~transient electrical effects (lessa than 0.1-0.5 mec. in 4iuttio) vge
Observed, nor was there any consistent loWterm affect (severl saefiesii ~ ~to several aimates or loviser). foro-wroyo et al. M/ eporte treaslmut
effects (reductions In IWadence &a*"o their 008peU.M bilaper now
brases lasting about 0l0 see.) with eat 1e00tibody reastion as Veil as
With aqemI-sibetnte int"reratioi In stww"e cn Sese wohcmss withil 1o0 cycle alteratifng current. owmes In GOAC Stan". we have ie1da
fbr both transenmt and lowgtem efftcts.

I3
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(nhuwozcx. RAC2!ANTS AND VNoNS)
MUD 1017= 113T I CTS ON

1110OH0LIfl EDEWAKSW

Bon Norma
Asti-homn oaer=
N~mn oer= albunin (BSA)
Anti-NA antisertm
Dmat-danatuwd EA complex (CA) I
Pain". frog yolk protein (IP)
Anti-I? azatiserm
AsO-ooimnt (gI=e * pglobulirecnstttdlohlnd
nti-poen (uo inea pig gloulnrcntuedlohiz)

Cptrol rabbit sen. f

Wana ym (boated 100OCI 15 amm.) L
There.,was som suggestion of.a lover memrane resistance after

the addition of various reactants. However, resistance drops often oc-
oured with each one of the lmAnoJlogical reactants alone, thereby making
any effects by Imm. compems meaningless for purposes of lammng roec-I
tion Identification.

4. Von studl4es: jftJa Ma viencma was prepared as solutions of

USe to an squilvalent v"nom concmntration of 0.5 wg/mI prior to addition to
theambam-ontin,'t poyetouhyem . atersimatly 0.0cuer dal.te of t v

&W$ n Lresistance followed the adiinof IMJ&- q.a NAa flaya
van~s. It s nterestling that the phospollpasem In the snake Irenme did

notsof toPromt. actual r upture of the pIhaospopid me'raneso althoug
*Sat arlbLtyIn Ulfaspans of utreated phospIh1ipId marame mod

to toot the lecithinmae activity of our van= eparations the
Soulmdescribd abovet inadded to SUSPeINSiornsof un' IC In 13U1
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and incubated at 37"C for 30-, 60-, and 120-in. periods. Both heated
1 and unheated Naja naja venom solutions were tested and found to heolys

SRBC, thus indicating the presence of active lecithinase in these prepar-
ations.

e. Saline solutions: Lecithin and proteolipid memranes were
tested in a number of solutions to detemine whether or not buffered solu-
tions were preferable to unbuffered saline for inAproved mmbrane stability.
Isotonic saline (0.15 N and 0.85 percent NaCl), as well as phosphate buf-
fered saline (PBS) and veronal buffered saline (VBS) were used. The lat-
ter solution, VBS, was selected for most of the studies since it has been
widely used for complement fixation and therefore, should be more s'dtable
for the investigation of effects of lmne reactions involving coailement

]on phospholipid mnbranes. VYS contains both Ca++ and lf t  ion., which are
known to be involved in reactions of complement with I== completse. The
results of the studies reported here showed that VBS is a satisfactory

SmdidL for bilayer phospholipid memrane formation relative to unbuffered
or to phosphate buffered salines.

Hf. Effect of additives: A series of experiments were carried
out to determine whether either cholesterol or a-tocopberol, when added
to the lecithin-tetradecans-chloroform'mathanol uixture, would increasei imembrane stability. No increase in mmbrane stability resulted froa the
addition of these materials to the lecithin-containing solutions. This
failure to increase membrane stability my have been influenced by the

I jrelatively long storaq of the lecithin prior to the addition of the
cholesterol or &-tocopherol.

* If Imnological reactions do L fact. result in a pro• wtion of
phospholipase from ona of the Component# of amptamnt, th.s phoe.
could provide the basis far a very sensitive detection of la~ ogical re-
actions, since it should be possible to detect the nesiting hosUpalee
from its enytic effsects on pbos• llpids of bilaper synthetic tmaens.
We therefore carried oat, t. studioe o.e/bod her* In the hope of

changoe In the electrical pvr;rtses of ]phos lipid bilayer mo nlr e,
sine these m raes should provide , ensitive moam of detecting eas-u matic effsets on the pbosphoepids t'rovo chads in eleotla'kal poperzles.

The rmslts of the studles reported hare do nat show eq ox-
j dlstent ev•-d.ne that It is possibU to m-aswe Ui11a0i4sl rctomns

with the system uloy*d. 2 gative fiadug do mt.f or ose, men
that this system camot be usod for mesu-l" Iinalouosl reaet -cns.
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It is intexsting that Toro-Goyco et al. 15J have reported that
inuliz-ati-nsuinreactions ca&n be detected with a system similar to

_-one of the types (alternating o=u-rent) used ,here. J. del Castillo and co-
workersl~/ have reported success on the use of ox brain phospholipid-
cholesterol mixtures for the preparation of membranes for the detection
of both substrate-enzyme interactions and also antigen-antibody reactions.

Iowvevar, as we learned from Dr. hompson,LZ/ all problems are not solved
and often the results cannot be repeated. Still we believe that the orig- J
inal results were correctl the difficulty is that there are so many vari-
ables it is not possible to control them all at this time.

A serious problem which occurs with phospholipid materials is
that they are readily oxidized, particularly the unsaturated fatty acid
chains in the p-position (on the second carbon of the glycerol portion H
of the molecule). Huang et al. L6/ have called attention to the detri-
mental effects of oxygen on ghospholipid membranes made from purified
lecithin and Mneller et al. 5J/ have likewise indicated that exposure to
light and air causes a deterioration of their proteolipid phospholipid
preparation. Our difficulties encountered in preparing stable membranes,,
especially with purified lecithin, may very well have been due to the oxi-
dation of the phospholipids.

Variability in response of our own phospholipid preparations in
regard to erratic duration of membrane survival has made it virtually im-
possible to evaluate the effects of either venom phospholipases or immuno-
logical reactants on these membranes. There were frequent indications that U
these substances were influencing the electrical properties of the mem-
branes, out no quantitative or other reliable estimate of the effects can

-~ be made. Thus membranes often ruptured after the addition of antibody + [
antigen + complement (in that order), but rupture was also frequently
effected by any one of the reactants alone, or even without the addition
of any other material.

5. Conclusions

Before any meaningful evaluation of the phospholipid bilayer meri-
brans system for identifying immunological reactions can be performed, it

will be necessary to devote a substantial effort to improving the entire
system. Although some of the additional effort will have to be directed
at the actual physical setup of the bath, polyethylene cup, etc., as well I
as to the electrical measuring system, a major effort will have to be
spent on methods for obtaining (and maintaining) a stable and satisfactory
phospholipid material for membrane manufacture. As far as the possible [
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utilization of the lipid bilayer meubrane for the identification of virus- is concerned, however, there is little Justification fhr further 1mm.-
logical studies with it until the entire bilaye- system is sbstiantiall
improved.

C. Particle Zlectrojporesis

1. Introduction

Charged microscopic particles suspended in an electrolyte read-
ily undergo migration when placed in an electric field. The rate of mi-U gration is a function of the charge on the surface of the particle, the
strength of the electric field, the viscosity of the suspending medium
and certain other factor's. It has been shown that the addition of sub-
stances which change the surface arge of the particles also changes the
migration rates of the particies. eresh red blood cells, white blood
cells, tanned red blood cells, ani ts-,er particles falling within the size
range easily seen with a microseope ha.c been extensively studied by the
particle electrophoresis method.ýP/

[1 Since the reaction of an antibody with its homologous antigen
produces a neutraliza4ion of charges, we then expected that particles
coated wil artitody and those coated first with antibody and then reacted
with antigen would plssess different migration rates in an electric field.
If this reaction of rirus with its antibody-coated latex particle can be
shown to be specific a"d sensitive, then by the use of this phenomenon and
certain additional techniques antibody-coated particles should be useful
for the identification of virus particles.

[ in order to use electrophoretic nobility measurements fbr the
identification of virus we anticipate that it will be necessary to prepare
a series of particles each coated with a different viral antibody. The
particles could be color coded so that each would represent a single ati-
body coating. Addition of an unknown virus to a mixture of these different
colored particles should result in a decrease in the electrophorsw o mi-
gration rate of only those particles bearing the specific viral antibody.
Petermination of which color of particles reacted with the virus should
permit an identification of the viral agent. The use of an AC particle
electrophoresis apparatus of the type described by Sher and Schvan:,,9
along with a color photographic process to record which color of particle
showed the reduced migration rate, should complete the rapid identifiation
process.
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*Vef= -attexptitg the oonstruction of an AC particle electro-
*I Owls i aparatus sMilar to that of Mher and Schwan to test this identi- ]
Mt1~~a methods, ve cho~se to establish with more certainty our original
pr sj, e that a relatively few virus particles are sufficient to produce a
meutwltatlov of the surface charge of an antibody-coated particle and
the*bY produce a marlkd decrease in its electrophoretic mobility. Thus

B vs cove ontinued work with the electrophoresis apparatus (Fig. 6) used
In our earlier studies and have attempted (1) to establish the quantitative
el Ationshlp between virus and antibody requirements, (2) to determine the

specificity of viral attachment and (3) to confirm that the change in
electrophoretic migration rate of a particle coated with antigen and then
reepted with its antibody40/ is like the change observed when the antibody-
-Oated particle is allowed to react with antigen.

In our search for antibody particles with the best combination t
of properties for use in virus identification, we have studied the prep-
aration and reactivity of antibody-coated (1) latex particles in the 6 - I]
14 micron size range, and (2) tanned sheep red blood cells (RBC). In
these studies the particles were coated with antipolioglobulin mid they
were illowed to react with poliovirus. I]

2. Antibody-Coated Latex Partic3,s I
a. MAterials and methods:

(1) Apparatus: Electrophoretic migration rates werl made
in a cell electrophoresis apparatus4•/ (see Fig. 6). Silver/silver chlor-
ide electrodes located 190 am. apart were employed along with an applied (
voltage of 120 v. The electrophoresis chamber was eniloved in a lucite
box through which water at 30OC was circulated continuously. The DC
power supply was connected to a reversing switch which permitted reversal
of the polarity of the cell between ekch oZt he measurements. A reticule
in the microscope eyepiece made it posvible to t~ime the movement of the

particles over a 0.10 am. course. The electrophoresis cell was 0.4094 m.,
in average thickness, and all measurements were made in the middle of the
ehamber so as to minimize the interactiovs of the char~ed paiticlez with
the interior surfaces of the vessel. The migration ratas were calculated 0
on the basis of the following formula:

d x D electrophoretic mobility in microns/sec/v/ca
txV
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4 - distance the particle travels in microns
D - distance betwen electrodes in centimeters
t - tim for migration in seconds
V - total voltage applied

The antipoliovirus purified Y-globulin was prepared in this I
laborYtory by ultiple injection of rabbits with poliovirus type 2 over a
period of four weeks, followed by an application of the ammonium sulfate

precipitation technique for the preparation of the purified globulin.U
Titration of this antiglobulin showed it to possess a potency of 1/100 s

1/1000 as determined by virus neutralization tests. Normal rabbit globulin

fractionated by this same procedure was utilized in sowe of the control

procedures. The 6 - 14 micron styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer latex
particlea were obtained from the Dow Chemical Company. 1

(2) Preparation of antibody-coated latex particles: In an
effort to obtain latex particles with the antibody chemically bound to the
surface, the surface of the latex particles was nitrated, reduced, di-
azotized and coupled with the appropriate antibody or control globulin.
The procedure is a modification of the procedure of Gyenes and Sehon2/ U
and is described briefly here.

Two hundred milligrams of 6 - 14 micron spheres, obtained
by centrifugation of 2 ml. of 10 percent styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer
latex, was suspended in 1 ml. of concentrated sulfuric acid and mixed
with 0.5 ml. of concentrated nitric acid. The mixture was next placed in I
a water bath at 37"C for 2 hr. and then poured onto about 10 g. of ice.
The resulting particles were washed twice with water by centrifuging and
separating the supernatant. The washed particles were placed in a solution [j
of 0.5 g. of sodium hydrosulfite in 8 ml. of 2N sodium hydroxide and heated
on a steam bath for three days. The resulting latex particles contain a
layer of aromatic amino groups on their surfaces. The particles were then I
washed twice in water and added to 4.0 ml. of distilled water to which six
drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid had been added. The suspension
was cooled to 0*C during the addition of 1 ml. of 10 percent potassium 0
ritrite solution. The mixture was shaken occasionally and kept at 0* for
1 hr. At this tim the particles were washed twice with ice water and
then used lmediately for the coupling with the various protein solutions.
The cold diazotized particles were now suspended in 10 ml. of cold phos-
phate buffered saline, pH 7.2, and divided into two parts. To 5.0 al. of

this suspension was added 0.2 al. of antipoliovirue-globulin (1/100 - 0
1/1000). To the reminder of the suspension was added 0.12 ml. of normnal
rabbit seru. Both were allowed to remain at 5C with occasional shaking
for 48 hr. At the end of this tim the supernatant layers were tested for 0
the presence of excess protein an the tests were both positive. This was
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considered to be an indication that sufficient protein was present for re--,0 action with the diazonium groups on the surface of the particles.

In the procedure of Gyenes42/ the entire quantity of poly-
styrene was dissolved in the nitration mixture and then the nitro groups
were reduced with sodium hydrosulfite. In his procedure titration s5owid
that the polymer contained on the average two amino residues per five
3tyrene residues. In our procedure there was an attempt to avoid destawo-
tion of the spherical shape of the latex particles. This meant that with
our milder nitration procedure the chemical modifications are restricted
to the surface of the particles and therefore the weight of the changed
material is small relative to the mass of the particles themselves. lvi-
dence of the success in diazotization of the particles and their subse-

Squent coupling with protein is given below:

(a) On warming the diazotized particles to 309 there
was some evolution of gas.

(b) Reaction of the particles with an alcoholic solu-
tion of 0-naphthol resulted in the darkening of the color of the parti-
cles but no fluorescence. For comparison benzenediazonium chloride was
coupled with P-naphthol to produce a similar colored dye; this also did[ not fluoresce in the long wavelength ultraviolet.

(c) Fluorescent antihuman serum (0.1 a1. in 3 al. of
Sbuffer) was reacted with 0.1 g. of diazotized particles. Although the

resulting particles did not fluoresce, the fluorescence of the butffred
solution fell to zero thereby indicating the removal of the fluorescein-

labeled antibody from the solution. The lack of fluorescence on the
particles was presumed to be due to fluorescence quenching.

Hi b. 3M!eriLmnts: In an effort to determine the effect of plto-

virus on the electrophoretic migration rate of antibody-coated latex parti-
clas, the experiment shown in Table 14 was conducted. The latex particl•esSin the sampl number 1 are more highly charged as a result of the aino
groups on their surfaces and they migrte at a rapid rate. Ueses
2 and 4 show the reduced migration rates caused by the coupling of the di-

Suaotised amino group with globulins; the observed electlophoretic ilg8-
tion of 3.021 microna/see/v/cm for the particles coated with antipolio-
virus 2 and 2.977 for the particles coated with the normal rabbit sewam am'

L nearly Identical. The incubation of samples 2 and 4 with tissum cultwe
mediu prior to the measurments ma to cosiensate for the pesence or tu-
sue culture mdiim in *Liob the pollls mwa suspended (somples 3 - 5).
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The use of normal rabbit serum in samples 4 and 5 was designed to anhwer
the question of whether the viral neutralization reaction was specific for
its homologous antibody. Sample 6 was intended to show the stability of
the antibody-coated particles at 37"C in the medium used for the electro-
phoresis experiment.

c. Conclusions and recommndations: In the particle electro-
phoresis experiments reported above we described our preparation of poly-
aminostyrene-coated latex particles in the 6 - 14 p size range and a pro-
cedure for coating them with viral antibody. Experiments on the identifi-
cation of antigens with these particles indicated that (1) there was not
enough antibody on the surface of the plastic particles to make them re-
sponsive to viral antigen, (2) the widespread differences in the particle
size and electrophoretic mobilities caused inaccuracies in the migration
rate data, and (3) there was difficulty in keeping the particles in the
microscope's field of view because of their high density as compared to
a buffered 10 percent sugar solution used as the suspending medium.

However, when about four poliovirus particles are added to one
antipoliovirus-coated latex particle there is an easily detectable
reduction in migration rate of that latex particle. However, the reaction
of the normal rabbit serum-coated latex particles with the same ratio of
poliovirus particles produced the same reduction in migration rate. This
indicates that the action of the poliovirus on the latex particle may be

j non-specific.

The drop in migration rate for the antibody particles incubated
with the sucrose phosphate buffer (sample 6) is not understood, but may be[1 due to the presence of unreacted lia4sonium chloride groups on the surface
of these particles which are destroyed on warning.

SOn the basis of these experiments it is not possible for us to
recomnend the particle electrophoreuis approach for the rapid detection
of a relatively few virus particles. The observation that particles
coated with normal rabbit serum reacted to poliovirus in the saw manner
and to the sam degree as particles coated with antipoliovirus serum isU ~disturbing but may not present insurmountable difficulties.* In the fMet
place we are not absolutely sure that there was amy antibody on the surface
of the particles which were used in the experiment. In the second place,

Sit may be possible to desensitise the particles with tissue culture fluid
or other material prior to the treatment with the virus. Dsensitisation '
procedures are used routinely tor the preparation of the sensitised parti-

Sdcles for use in the latex fLxatfon tests../

9



A. h3gtibcft Coated Tanned Red Blood Cells [
a. ftterials avid methods: In the present extension of the

particle electrophoresis study we have investigated the sensitization of
ftlinU-fiud,, tanned sheep erythrocytes with both non-viral and viral U
antibodies, and we have investigated the possibility of using the electro-
pboretic mobilities of these sensitized particles as a means for identifi-
cation of non-viral, and viral antigens. Procedures for coating tanned IMC
with antibody have been reported by a number of authors.!! ,45/

Formalin-fixed sheep erythrocytes were obtained from Difco I
Laborato ties under the naew of Bacto Fornoce lii. These were then tanned
with 1:2000 tannic acid and reacted with the appropriate antiserum or
Purified Y-globulin from immune animals by the procedure suggested by
Difoo, Laboratories.

Frog yolk protein (FlP) and anti-FTP antiserum, (rabbit) were
prepared by Dr. Ringle on another research study, and the former was dis-
solved in 0.8 molar sodium chloride solution prior to its use in the re-

action with cells which had been sensitized with the anti-FTP.

The preparation of poliovirus 2, poliovirus 2 4=11ne rabbit serum
and ammoniumn sulfate-precipitated antipoliovirus 2 V -globulin were described a

in an earlier report..L/ The preparation and assay of Semliki Forest Virus
* ~(MV) and anti-Sri serum were described .jarlier in this report. J

Purified antihuman Y -globulin, Pentex ansd, was obtained from
Gallard-Boblesinger Chemical Manufacturing Company. Practice II purified [

* . human plasm V -globulin was obtained from Cutter Laboratories.

The apparatus employed for making the electrophoresis measure-U
menta was described above. All measurements were made at 30"C with 120 Y.
applied between the two silver/silver chloride electrodes. The current
flowing In the system was checked for each sample Introduced Into the ap-
paratus to make certain that there were no hidden air bubbles in the aye-
teon; the current ranged from 0.40 to 0.45ma. Phospbatebuffer (0.02 M)
containing 68 g. of sucrose par liter was employed because it restricted I
the current flow to levels where beating effects were not a problemi and
becaus the specific pavity was high encoug to retard the settling out at
the 110. The polarity of the applied direct ftrent was reversed after J
each measurement or Migration time. ft" rate calculation gime In the
tables represents data fron at least 40 migration timemeseen.
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After runs with lvviu aapratus was flled with 10 per-

b. Iuerimental results: In the tin~t of the curet, serewsfl of experiments writh the pikrticle electwcpbonsis metb*4 for.identification
of antigens, 9 study was conducted In Weic anti"ro yolk prote tof serwa
sensitised 12C were compared for their ..lectrophaveti mipratiom ratesI] ~with those which bave also been incubated with frog yolk protein soblui..
As way be aean~fro. Table 15, Samples I and 11, the *1±m reaction
of the anti-FTP with the FT had an insigniicant effect os the migatiom

rate.

11 tin of In order to determine the possible effect of FIP on the salps.
tiMofFC sensitized with non-homologous antisera, DSC Weic had beis

sensitized with ant'Innisn serum (rabbit) -- not antlhtinn Y-Slobulas
described in later experiments -- were tested M~ons, in the presence of
FTP and also In the presence of human serum (Bemles III$ IT amd V).
The IMP had a grester effect on the migration rate of the sntihomn seusi-

~tined calls (Sample IV) than on the cells sensitized with the hooslogous
antierm(Sample 11). From this we concluded that the minor chupgs In

migration rate observed In this experiment ane not due to specific In-

Iiam reactions.
The variability of the results obtained In this first sqierast[j suggsted that no antibody my have become attwachd to the surface of the

tamed DC duinga the sensitization roiaed~ire. To deteraim If the anti.
poliovirus 2 Y-glabulln sensitized calls really possessed a layer ofati.U
body on their surfaces, they were tested on a spot plate with p.1iovirvs
2v but tbey did not salutlnate. Wei result was not altagethew~vmpeobed
sio nceagltination of antibody sensitimed JDC Uas been "ported to be =1
amr difficult then the agglutination of astlee sezeitimed DC; Ricetr
at &L. fhave reported that senitization of 1W with Y-g2oballa ffatelose
of antismr Savo cells which midA st aggatImae an the awitiom af[j cittier small Or large quantities Of 00*141SUt!/

An alternative test was -mbawl to deterala It oKfa theB ~ ~aenllsitisi 23OWlin had boo att~ce to tke sszlaft of the agell
during the tamale aeld sees0t064Mis pede time both the anti
hum"Y-mglobmli and the aftig.Uovirms B fug~cumo "ad fbi IC sam"-U ~Utialon ware of rabbit origing they wae bum to cestaa 60MI rabbit
glaftumis (antL14n) IS, Odition to rianbeaas ra t S ame el mml.
tised with these Muria"a Vita Nal t aezuoat sent wigsn Va ee
ft", expected to altit t"a sels OWNbl 2). *he PGsitVR #a&"-t
notice"o ttra"to obtaized ec*"Uahe use Pe80= of "*bbit glawsmea as
the surtba of tmhemasastisd sells; hogetally em at One vane tia da-3sired snt *%ulia god&be daee 1W Oli- Its e).etre1"hotl
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D)~GWZIITI0N TAKE 16

ADDITIQS OF RA3DIT M33 CMOWOIS 22cin

Ditco Bacto- Source Cone. of Antirabbit
FormoceUls of Berm (Goat) AMe

Sensitized With: Globulin 1:0,1 1:10 1:100 lalOO

I I Antihiman
Y-Globulin Rabbit ..4 .4.. 4#+4 .4

3:1 Ant ipoliovirus 2
Y-0lobulin Rabbit 44 +++ 44

In a third experimamt the flormflu-fixed, teannd sheep erythro-
cytts we"a sensitized with a purified V-globulin fraction ftso untkiusnaf

""run. of rabbit origin. We had reasoned that Immm serv contains as
mob as 65 percent of albamin and other mon-antibody mterialst and that
the mse of a purer antibody to senuitise the 1W vou3A increse our chancesI of obtaining a change In uigration rate on the addition of antigen. As
may be seen in Table 17, aseqla pairs I atnd U Au also III and XV9 the
addition of antipn produces an easily observed drop In milpation rateI of the Sensitized particles. SOMe V shows the iniuation rate of the Un-
sensitluad and tmtreated trmalin flind mad tamed 1W and Smla VI show
the iefeto of the purified V-globulin on 'i e mipation of the vasnwitimedI ~but tanned cells; in this latter case lnowatlon of the tensed cells vith
the V-globulin probably produced entiomn-saelstised cells with the vilpa-
tion rate show.

Uiwe we Wa demonstrated that anti-= mseuitised cells gaew aI ~lowered migration rate when they wev coutacted with the hwasmoss ant-
pan, It beom Ingortant to Ioean how the gmantIty of' astIp affhee~d
this resymme. As amy be seen In Table IS anti-lO sornitimed 14C vmj ~~challeged, with various diautions of MO. It~v wasst Pcsible to 011lm'
late the euaee.of the reactants mclas, NA S~w at OR ths
"qUatity of afnmtibd on the msufte of the seamitimd DC. It Mill be
seen tuat the 0.1. vercen solution (nee ft"As 1)' containd sU4mtfoln
antigen to feast with the antibody, on the allI &In"e the SWUMtior af
tenfbld eva"s of entipsa (i.~a 1) am e fmrUsr ftwaa In moblityI ~ ~rafts. soe possibility that 'antige enam"#' a sitantift wV"c PMU~

no oel~t~reoactoms, may be 3admLIt the mul ot the efftot by
eolwhilisiu antiody om tft Partiale mft~a Is of interest trm #A
Gacmteviwpcm
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TAW 17

um adu ANRJI D RT1B G G WIN(G)O

Substace "TNed to Numiation Ii
Ueniitize th3 Treatment of Time Rate

2WM Shen 02!Cel (fiec.) (u t.Iaellc)

I Ati -Jt� None 3.95 4.03

II nri-33G Fraction= 43G 10,39 1.53
nI--I Anti-MG done 3.98 4.01 ji

* Anti-BIG Fraction II BIG 7.64 2.07

V None None 4.18 3.78

vI None Fraction II HOG 6.02 2.65 3i

* Difco Bacto-Formocells were tanned and reacted with the purified globulin

shown.[J
* The cells were incubated with the globulin or buffer for 1 hr. at 300C.

S*�~*Seples Nos. III and IV represent an attempt to reproduce the reslute

obtained in the earlier oerierments I and II.

TABLE 18

S OT DM coEVXTONS oF IWMJ
GA1"'IA LOBULIN (MIG) ON THE ELCTROPHORETIC

MO~BILITY OF AWII -WIG UENITIZED RBC'S

Conc. of Humn Migration
3uam Glrtulin added Time Rate 1

1 1.0 5.474 2.89
2 0.1 5.615 k.82 L
3 0.O1 4.002 3.96

4 0.001 5.558 4.45

5 0.0001 1.344 4.74

l In each case, 0.9 a1. of the purified 330 fraction II solutions was[

mixed with 0.2 ml. of a 0.1 percent suspension of anti-BMG sensitized

sheep IDC and incubated for 2 hr. at 37". [
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[I •The effect of pollovirus 2 on the alectrophoretic nobility of

antipoliovirus 2 y-globulin sensitized red blood cells In presenteC in Tvble
19 (p.76). T'rials 1 and 2 were ondcted so at It would be posibleto
avoid any antigen excess and to gain sme Idea about the nu~we of virus
particles which would be required to produce a amamble cbange In mi-Igration rates. Use of more than 10 viable particles per RC were not in-
vestidated since it was a .pwent that larger aultlplicities of virul arti-
cles would not be available in the identification of 100 p&Aticles, Lower
concentrations of virus particles were chosen partly because there ma be
a number of non-viable but antig.nically active particles for each viable
virus particle present. The results of the tvo trials seem to show that
;oliovirus 2 cannot be identified in this munner.

The effect of Semliki Forest Virus on the electrophoretic wo-

SUi bility of anti-SV serum sensitized red blood Ulls is presented in
Taole 20. Viral multiplicities of 0.03 to 30.0 per BC were investigated.,
and the reslting slight changes in migration rztes are too mall and er-
ratic to form the basis of an identification based upon this procedure.

H TAKE 20

jj EFFECT OF SEM)IKI FOREST VIRUS CSFV) ON THE EECTROHIORETIC
MIC TION OF ANTI-SFV SnUM SMITI NC

Ireatment Given to No. of Virus Migration
Anti-SFV Serum Particles Time Rate

Saml ,Sensitized Sheep DC* Z. BBC (s ) G J/ec/v/

I 1.8 x 108 SFV 30.0 4.27 3.71

II 1.8 x1o7 SFV 5.0 3.90 4.06
U LiI11 1.8a x 10 6  SW' 0.3 3.7 1. 4.27

IV 1.8 x 105 SFv 0.03 4.10 3.83

SV 0.02 X Phosphate buffer,
pH 7.2 + 0.2 M sucrose None 3.8•e .14

* A suspension containing about 6 x 106 anti-SFV sorum sensitized tanned
sheep RBC was incubated for 1 hr. at 37*C with the quantity of virus

shown.
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2A=I 19

buetatGiven to
Aaft1.PO~IOVIM-2 NO. or virus Niffition

6NWA G1o0uai Particlens Tim Rt

1.1 0. 02K Pbae buftr NOVA 4.26 3.72
+ 0.2K M rZcrose

1-11 ftssue culture fluid None 4.22 3.75
(uftd Medium 199)

1-111 .0 POliOVIMus2 0.000075 4.06 3.90

iI-I 105 Poliovfrus-2 0.00075 4.22 5.84

I-V 106 P*oliodx'z-2 0.0075 4.16 5.81.[J

I-VI 107 Pollovirms-2 0.075 4.98 5.18

Il-i 107 Poliovirus-2 2.0 5.60 4.40 I
il-n 107 PclioviMu-2 10.0 3.35 4.72

11-III Tissue cultur fluid Nowa 5.52 4.50

(used Medium 1"9)

I_ O.Oe NPbovpbste buffer None 5.18 4.98

+ 0.2K s ucrose [
* Inubation ws ao aet 370for 2br.

TseU I h wid IIvere dose at 4 ffrwet times Aare not completely
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[]c. Discussion: The objective of this study was to determine if
virus could be identified by measurement of their effect on the eleatro-
phiretic mobility of antibody sensitized DC. Rather than limit our virus
sample size to 100 particles for these studies, we elected to use larger
quantities and to determine the approximate sensitivity of the method by
controlling the ratio of virus particles to the sensitized NC. Use of
the larger quantities permitted us to employ the particle electrophoresis
apparatus which was already on hand, rather than build a micro AC particle
electrophoresis apparatus as we had suggested earlier.

As mentioned above, the sensitization of the DBC with the non-
viral and viral antibodies posed some problems. The two primary methods
under consideration were (1) the use of the "reversed BM technique4Y/ in
which bis(diazotized benzidine) was coupled first to the DMC and then to
the antibody, and (2) the tannic acid technique.46/ In view of the proof
that globul.ins were attached to the IMC during the sensitization reaction
(cf. Table 16), we used this method exclusively for the sensitization of

0 the cells. Recently available information about the possible dissociation
of Y-globulin suggests that several molecular species are important in the
innune reaction;_4/ one might therefore presume that a whole antiserum
would be better for sensitization of cells than highly purified materials.
However, the failure of the particle electrophoresis method to identify DBC
which had been sensitized with whole antisera and the success in identifi-
cation of cells sensitized with purified antiglobulins, leads us to believe[I that a further improvement in sensitized cell sensitivity might be achieved
by the use of purified antibody for the sensitization of the cells. This
view is further substantiated by the observation of M. Richter et al.x46/

that unless FMC are sensitized with purified antibodies, they will not
agglutinate on the addition of homologous antigen. It is unfortunate that
time did not permit the production of the purified Semliki Forest Virus and

ii poliovirus 2 antibodies for use in DBC sensitization and particle electro-
phoresis studies.

[ d. Conclusions: The present study has shown that it is possible
to identify some non-viral antigens quickly by means of the particle elee-
trophoresis method provided the BMC have been sensitized with the I ified
antiglobulins instead of with the whole antisera. Viruses have not yet been
identified by this method possibly because the sensitized RBC ed not
possess a sufficient quantity of antibody. Further experimentaaon on
the identification of virus with DC sensitized with 'purified antibodies
of virus would be of a great deal of scientific interest but would prob-[ ably not change our present view that the particle *lectrophoreuis

"7?
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Mbeo Ulag antibody coated tanned DBC for the identification of virus
U1 not Wry promlasing. On the other hand, use of antigen-coated particles
fft the detection of antibodies appears more promising than the reverse,
"-d NOW be worthy of further study.

D. Hydrogen OvervoltaNe

1. Introduction

In an earlier studyl we had suggested that it might be possible
to coat a platinum electrode with antibody and then to determine the
che in hydrogen overvoltage which occurs when an antigen is brought
into contact with that coated electrode. This procedure, if successful, LI
would provide a direct electrical measure of the immune reaction and would
therefoze be an important technique which might be applied to viral identi-
fication. The initial idea on the use of hydrogen overvoltage measure- [J
ments resulted from the observations of Juda et ai.49/ that (1) 10-8
eq/liter of egg albumin produced hydrogen overvoltage measurements of
about 250 my. greater than that of the solution without the albumin and
that (2) experiments with various substances indicated that larger mole-
cules produced the greater overvoltages. A few very preliminary experi-
mants were conducted with this approach and they are referred to briefly
in our Final Report.l_ At that time we ventured the opinion that this ap-
proach did not appmar too promising due to the non-specific nature of the
electrode-poisoning phenomena.

More recently we have talked with Dr. David N. Kramer of the
Ndgewood Arsenal Research Laboratories, and have learned from his personal
experience with the hydrogen overvoltage procedure of several modifications
which might increase our chance for success in the detection of the immune
reaction by this technique. One of his important suggestions was that the
protein should be attached to the platinised electrode by electrodeposition
prior to the overvoltage measurements. In order to avoid the possibility
of overlooking a good method for the monitoring of the iinm reaction by 0
electrical methods, we have reconsidered the matter and are presenting a
description of our experiments, the rebuits obtained, and a re-evaluation
of the proedure for virus identification.
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2. Ibterials and Methods

The apparatus employed for these overvoltage studles is shOWN
in Fig. 7. Two electrode chamers were employed in an ettbort to avoidI] possible contamination of the reference electrode. 3zpe-ioaso -with the
method showed that it was necessary to pass a stream of hydrogen Ps over[] the working cathode as well aa over the reference electrode in order to
obtain stable overvoltage measurements. Although Mua at al ..1/ use
bot-h static and flowing systems, they did not describe the construjction or
operation of their equipment; ye found that more reproducible data were

obtained when a magnetic stirrer was used in the working electrode chaber.

The liquid medium used for these experiliants oonsiste:1 either ofI] 0.1 14 veronal buffered saline (VB8)v pH 7.5, or 0.1 N sulfuric acid, 12 1.8.
The former was selected because it is excellent for obtainin the precipitiel
reaction..ý2/ The sulfuric acid was used because it is the solution previousl'yI] employed when the high sensitivity to large molecules containing nitrogen

wa bene.9

Three platinized platinum electrodes were employed in this study.
They were made from 18 gauge platinum wire and bad on area of approximately
1 cz? each. They were platinized by placing them in a solution cont-ainnU ~3 percent chioroplatinic acid and 0.03 percent lead acetate and then apply-
ing 1-1/2 v. of alternating polarity between them until they were lightly
coated with a gray deposit of platinum.

In order to saen the effect of various current densities at the
working electrode on the over-potential,, the applied voltage was increased
from 0 - 3 v. over a period of2-1/2msin. by mans of a 4rpm gear redoc-
tion motor which drove a 10-turn, 1,000 obs Nelipot potentiomater.

Li The difference in potential between the reference electrode and
tile working cathode was determined with a Leseds and Northrop Model 7401 go

[j moter set to masure 0 - 1,400 mv. and to food the Y-azia of an Blectro
U ~Instruments 9 Inc. , V-fl4oorder MWIe 3M0 Us~i current from the working

electrodes was fed through a uilliamoter an& either a 10,100 or 1#000 ohm
shunt which bwa selected on the basis of current density reamp desiee and
the conductivities of the solutions. On millisomter was used to eali-
brats the currents flowing to the I-axis of the recorder.

[1 The electrodes were cleaned between experiments by washing In
0.1 N sulfuric acid followed by passage of nore than 800 so. between eec-
trodes with frequent reversal of polarity. Following this, the electrodes
were washed in distilled water. No test was developed to shm. that the
electrodes treated In this manner were free of protein cotntaination.
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o 3. 1xperimental Results

One experiment conducted at a pH of 7.5 using veronal buffered
saline (VBs) as the solution for the working electrode, the agar bridge
and the hydrogen reference electrode, is presented in Fig. 8. IxMination
of the legend will show that there are three overvoltage curves obtained
by gradually increasing the current applied to the working electrodes
and measuring the difference in potential between the reference hydrogen
electrode and the working electrode at which hydrogen is evolved. Curve
I represents a scan of the overvoltage when only VBS is present. Curve II
represents the overpotential obtained when 0.1 ml. of antihuman serum
albumin was added to the 25 ml. of VBS in the working electrode chamber.
Curve III represents the overvoltage measurement obtained when 0.1 ml.
of 1 percent human serum albumin was added to the solution used for making
Curve II. Under these conditions this system responded to neither the
presence of protein nor to the immune reaction which should have taken
place under these conditions.

The next experiment was similar to the last except that the
measurements were made using 25 ml. of 0.1 N H2304 at a p1 of 1.8. As may
be seen from Fig. 9, Curve I is the operpotential curve obtained for sul-
furic acid alone. Prior to mking Curve II, 0.5 ml. of antihuman serum
albumin was added to the working electrode chamber and an effort to elec-
troplate the platinized platinum electrode with the antibody by passage

'] of an electric current through the solution for 5 min. was made; it was
assumed that in the acid solution the amphoteric Y-globulins would mi-
grate to the cathode and be deposited upon it; Curve I1 was obtained with
the "antibody plated" platinum electrode. After making this curve 0.5 al.

Sof a 1 percent solution of human serum albumin (HSA) was added to the solu-
tion remaining in the working electrode chamber and the overvoltage was
then measured again, Curve III. In spite of the observed increases in
overvoltage, it is doubtful that an antigen-antibody reaction occurred
under the conditions of this experiment. Kabat at al.O/ have reported
that the precipitin reactions are known to occur in the range of pH 7.5
to 4.6 and iune complexes are known to dissociate at lower pH.!_/ it
is more likely that each of the two additions of protein to the working

U electrode solutions caused an increase in the overvoltage.
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rhe present study has confirmed the observation that hydrogen
ovrvoltaep masuremnts offer a sensitive mthod for the detection of
the pmeeme of low concentrations of protein. Although the ultimate sen- [J
sitivity of the method for detection of globulins wan not established, no
"•fculty vas encountered in detecting 0.5 mg. of protein in 25 .l. of 0.1
sutlfr•le acid. Hydropen overvoltage experiments conducted at pH 7.5 were II
w~ble to detect either the presence of protein or the antigen-antibody
MaCtion. We are not sure that additicnal effort to apply this method to
the detection viral antigen is Justified at this time. However, it would
be vry interesting to determine if there is a pH intermediate between
7.5 and 1.8 where the antigen-antibody reaction will occur and where the
protein snd/or antigen-antibody reaction can be detected by the hydrogen UJ
overvoltage method.

3. Ioniodiffus ion

1. Introduction h

Since the early work of Oudin•/ and 0chterlony,ý_/ the imwno-
diffusion techniques for evaluating antigen-antibody reactions have been
applied to an ever-Increasing number of systems. Ringle and Herndon (from
Midwest Researzh Institute) developed a imthod for the imanological analysia
of microliter and subalcroliter volumes of reactants._/ During our earlier

workl/thrse antigen-antibody system were investigated by s'wh a double
diffusion procedure. No precipitin bands were observed when poliovirus 2 U
was reacted with antiserum to poliovirus 2. With the Southern Bean Mosaic
Vimr one bad appeared when it was reacted vith its antiserum. Also,
two precipitin bands were formed in double diffusion tests between 0-10
phap of B. subtls, and an antiserum prepared against the SP-10 rtthae.
It was concluded that for sno viruses no precipitin bands at all were ob-
tained and for others the methods were at best capable of detecting 104 or 1
106 viral particles. No additional work was conducted then even thouh we
speculated that the use of fluorescent antibody might Improve the possi-
bility of detecting small quantities of virus. I1

J ~Several potential advantages of microiwm~dittusion tests are
worthy of aution: (1) The procedure may be done rapidly (Ringle and
Meradoad1/ obtained procipitin bands in a mtter of hours). (2) This
antien-antlbody reaction my be done with non-viable material; therefore,

disrupted and non-living material as well as viable cultures can be used
fbr imuaoloical analysis. (3) The mthod otters the specificity so as-
sential to an Identification system. [
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SIn our attempts to devlop an in vitro phagocytic msthod emloy-

ing sensitized IC for the identification of virus, we encountered a nlber
of problems which were insurmountable in the tim re"4ni for their In.H w~estigation (see earlier section on Phe~oytosis in• vitro). pollowrng

consultation wlth te sponsor, we resumd our investigation of daeroJn o-
diffutsion and fluorescent-labeled antibodf reactions with the hope that
sufficient sensitivity could be obtained to permit us to denticsy not 100
or fewer, but 104 or fewer viral particles . The followin sections theI-
cat[ the method, experiments, tnd conclusions derived frsm our ne stud-

Fies on t uluinodiffusion tfor vtl identification.

U t2. .t0ercalt end pethods

t a The antisera and antigens for these tests ven those utalired pnd
caeobtained from the experiments animals for the phaogatic strues de-

Sscribed earlier in the report. In sode of the ad aunodiffusnon tests theseJ reagents were specially treated or purified and this will be described
S~in the experimental section.

For the actual imunodiffunion tests, glass microtubes (of 3 mm.
Sor smaller diameter) were utilized for the reactions. For double diffuilon

tests 1.0 percent Specially Purified Difco Ag~ar was added to the capillary
tube and the anttserua said antigen added at opposite ends of the agar plug,

the reagent. After addition of the serum and antigen each and of the
capillary tube was sealed and it was mounted horizontally on a carrier reek.
For single diffusion tests 3.0 percent Specially Purified Difco Agar wasliquefied, cooled to 45*C, miued with the appropriate mount of antiserum
and the serus-agar mixture added to the capillary tubes. After ibe aw
containing the antiserum had bardened, the appropriate antigen dilution
was added to the tube, again being sure that no air bubbles wore between
the agar and the antigen layer. The tubes were then sealed and handled asJ were the double diffusion tests. The diffusion tests were first incubated
at 37*C, then placed at 4C. Ttese periods varied depending upon the
tests. Observation# were made for ymoilpitin band dewvlopment by a nuber
of methods. These included macroscopic oboervations, microscopic observa-tions, dark field tChniques, "black lWigt" observations and fluorescent

Double diffusion In ar was tested by reacting a rabbit o~ti-
oar= to SealIk Forest Vir•s (•W) and U which bead been grown In chickI *~eryo tissue cultures. Urdiluted antiserum was used oad It was tested

I
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9agiut serialten-fold yiral dilutions; the hihest virus concentration
contained 106 or 107 TCZD50 . These tests were perform4 in meltitg point [f
capillury tubes with 1.6 - 1.8 =. I.D. The 1.0 percent purified agar
plv# was about 9 m. long and was added to the tube by capillary action.
Undiluted antiserum was added on one side of the plug and tke appropriate
virus dilution on the other side of the plug. The ends of the capillary

tubes were sealed with parafil. to prevent evaporation. Incubatior was
at 37*C for 1-1/2 days and then in the refrigerator (5C) for two weeks.
No procipitin or reaction bands were seen in any capillary using visal
or dafk field microscopic observation.

Since no precipitin bands were found in the SFV study (cited
above), we elected to do our next diffusion studies with FIC-labeled

antisera known to be capable of forming bands in agar. Two such series of
reactions were carried out -- the first with antirabbit globulin (goat

origin) and the second with antirabbit globulin (sheep origin). Normal
rabbit serum was used as the antigen.

In capillary tube tests using double diffusion between undiluted
FITC-labled globulin (goat origin) and normal rabbit serum diluted from 1 -

10 through 1 - 1,000,000 no bands were seen by visual, microscopic, dark-
field, or black light observation after overnight incubation at 37*C and
three additional days at 50C. At the sare time and with the sawe reagents,
single diffusion tests were set up in capi.laries. AMar containIng 1 -

50 FITC-labled antirabbit globulin wan prepared by mixibg I - 10 anti-

globulin with agar at about 45.0C. This was drawn into the tube by capil-
lary action, allowed to solidify and then overlaid with diluted normal
rabbit serum as antigen. Dilutions of normal rabbit serum from I - 10
through 1 - 1,000,000 were used. No precipitin bands in the ag-ir con-
taining the antiserum were observed; however, the interface between the

agar and liquid (normal serum dilution) became somewhat hazy yet no true
precipitin occurred. The antirabbit globulin used in this test developed

a fair amount of insoluble precipitate upon standing and this may have ad-
versely influenced "he test.

With a good quality of antirabbit globulin of sheep origin single

and double diffusion te!its were set end definite precipitin bands were ob-

served. These tests were made in 3 am. (I.D.) glass tubing. The agar plugs
were made with 1 percent purified agar and were 10 - 15 mm. in length. For
the double diffusion tests, undiluted FITC-labeled antiglobulin was placed

on one side of the plugs and undiluted through 1 - 1,000,000 dilutions of
fresh rabbit serum placed on the opposito side of the agar. The tues were

sealed, first with Vaseline.! and then by melted paraffin. For single dif-

fusion tests a 15 - 16 m. agar plug of a 1 - 4 or 1 - 1lOlJ -labeled
autirabbit globulin was positioned in the tube and overlaid with buffered
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saline (as a control) or the diluted rabbit serum (the antipen). The re-
ections were allowed to take place at 371C for 18 hr. and then at SVC.
PrecipitIn bands were observed in both single and double diffusion tests.-
The band formation was fester in the single diffusion tests and approxi-
mately 5 hr. after the test was started, bands were observed both by dif-
fuse light and with the fluorescent microscope. Undiluted, I - 10,
1 - 100 and 1 - 1,000 dilutiona of normal rabbit sera produced bands in this
short time; however, the zone of precipitin formation was only at the inter-
face and had not moved into the agar to any appreciable degree. When these
tests had been incubated for 21 hr. et 57*C and then 7 hr. at 5*C, bands
had formed in the tubes containing more dilute antigea (normal rabbit serum)
and multiple bands appeared in the tubes. Some of the bands had moved into
the agar plug containing the FITC-labeled antiglobulin. By fluorescence
microscopy the reactions were easy to read and the band formation was
definitely visible at one ten-fold greater dilution of antigen than was via-
ible by the ordinary methods used for observing izmunodiffusion, including
ordinary diffuse light and dark field observation. Thus, the fluorescent
antibody enhanced the sensitivity of these immunodiffusion tests by aII factor of 10.

In double diffusion tests using the saime reagents as the tests
cited in the previous paragraph, bands were observed but required.. fr to
five days to develop. The bands were also easier to read by the fluoresoent
technique; however, no greater sensitivity was observed.

FITC-labeled poliovirus 1 antiserum was prepared by a modifica- 17

tion of the method of Spendlove9/ and freed of unconjugated FITC by tvo
passages through a Sephadex G-25 column..6f This conjugated antiserum was

utilized in single Qrl double diffusion studies in 1.6 - 1.8 Mm. (I.D.)
capillary tubes. Undiluted FITC-labeled poliovirus 1 antiserum wa3 tested
by double diffusion against 106 to 102 TCID.o of poliovirus 1 (grown in--
LLC-NK2 cell line) and no precipitin bands were formed following overnI.ght

370C incubation and seven days at 5*C. These reactions were observed by
fluorescent techniques as well as by the usual methods for observing dif-
fusion reactions. Single diffusion tests between the FITC-labeled polio-
virus 1 antiserum and poliovirus 1 were also negative. For the single
diffusion studies, the agar layer contained a final dilution of 1 - 4 of
the FITC-labeled antiserum.

In the double diffusion tests with antirabbit globulin cited
earlier in this report, the agar zone between the antigen and antibo•y -

was 0 - 15 mm. long and 3 m. in diameter andfurtofive days were re-
quired for band formation. An experiment was performed to determine if
the bands would form faster if the agar zone were shorter arA of smaller
diameter. Capillary tubing of 1.6 - 18 m. diameter was used and the
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e:ar pluq were Only 2 m long. When FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin r[
i4d nomal rabbit sern were placed on opposite sides of such 2 mm. plugs, II

the precipitin bands formed much faster. Within several hours there was
sugative evidence of band formation and by 24 hr. very good clear-cut
bands were observed by all methods of observations. However, these were [I
observed most easily with the fluorescent microacope. Two distinct bands
were observed when the 1 - 1.000 dilution of normal rabbit serum (the anti-
gen) was reacted with a 1 - 4 dilution of FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin. I!
No bands were observed when the antigen was diluted to 1 - 10,000. These
results confirmed our belief that a double diffusion test with FITC-labeled
antisera in a small agar plug would become positive more quickly than in !
a long plug. However, the double diffusion test appears to be slower with
fluorescein conjugated antiserum than a double diffusion test with non--
conjugated antiserum., This is probably directly related to the fct. that
the FITO-labeled antibody does not diffuse as fast an non-conjugated serum.

Based or. the test procedure Just described, additional fluorescent I
microlmunodiffusion tests were performed using two different viral sys-
tems, namely, poliovirus 1 and Semliki Forest Virus. Neither of these I
tests resulted in a positive viral identification, further substantiating .
our earlier work. However, details of these tests are presented in the
following paragraphs in order to demonstrate tne type of reagents used
and to illustrate some interesting corollary observations.

FITC-labeled polio-virus 1 antibody was prepared by a modifica-
tion of the method of Spendlove2_/ and freed of unconjugated FITC by two

passageb through a Sephadex G-25 column.5_/ The FITC-labeled antibody was
then fractionated by two passages over a Sephadex G-200 (molecular sieve)
column. At each of these passages only selected fractions were pooled
sO that the final FITC-labeled antibody fraction probably contained only
the I-S antibody component. This labeled antibody neutralized 100 TCID5 i
of poliovirus 1 when diluted 1 - 32 and tested in LLC-i• monkey kidney U

tissue cultures.

Rhodamine isothiocyanate-labeled purified poliovirus 1 was pre-
pared for use in the immunodiffusion and molecular sieve studies. This
will be described later in the report. f

Double diffusion tests were performed using the two reagents just
described; namely, a purified FITC-labeled poliovirus 1 antibody and a D I
rhodaw-ine isothiocyanate-labeled purified poliovirus 1 antigen. Two dilu-
tions of the antibody were used, 1 - 4 and 1 - 40, and these were each
tested against five ten-fold dilutions of the purified rhodamine-labeled II
virus. These dilutions contained 102 - 105 TCID5 of poliovirus 1. Thus,

as
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1 tubes containing antigen excess or antibody excess were used in the double
diffusion tests. Capillary tubing (1.6 - 1.8 mm.) and 2 mm. plugs of
agar were used for these tests, thereby giving the optimum conditions ob-

i served in the antiglobulin-globulin tests described above.

In these double diffusion tests with labeled antisera and labeled
virus no precipitin bands were observed following 2 hr. at 37*C, overnight
at 5C and two weeks at 5*C. Observations were made macroscopically and
microscopically including use of the fluorescent microscope with a variety
of filters. Thus, even with reagents with two different fluorescentI] labels, we still failed to obtain a positive precipitin band with polio-
virus 1 and its antiserum.

j In order to check viral imunodiffusion with the Semliki Forest
Virus system using a fluorescent-labeled antiserum, rabbit antiserum was
labeled by FITC by the modification of the method of Spendlove._ and freed
of non-conjugated FITC by two passages over Sephadex G-25.5./ This anti-
serum had been prepared from rabbits immunized with SFV grown in chick
embryo tissue culture containing calf serum; therefore, it contained anti-
body to the calf serum (and possibly chick embryo tissue) as well as neutral-
izing antibody to SFV.

i Double diffusion reactions were set up using the FITC-labeled
antibody to SFV in tests against three different antigens; (1) SFV mouse
brain suspension, (2) SFV from chick embryo tissue cultures, and (3)
normal calf serum. The FITC-labeled antiserum was equivalent to a 1 - 5
dilution of unlabeled antiserum and was used without further dilutions in
the immunodiffusion tests. Each of the three antigens was tested in 1 -
10 through 1 - 10,000 dilutions. The reactions were carried out in the
small 1.6 - 1.8 mm. capillary tubes and the agar plugs between the anti-
body and antigens were 2 mm. in length thus providing optimum conditions
based on a known precipitating system. The antigen-antibody reactions were
allowed to incubate at 37?C for 1/2 hr., observed and then placed at 5eC.

ii Additional observations were made after 18 hr. at 5*C and up to two weeks
at 5*C.

[I In the reactions between the SFV antiserum and the SFV mouse

L brain suspension no precipitin bands or zones were observed; therefore,

the results for SFV identification were negative. However, reactions were
i observed between the SPV antisera and (1) normal calf serum, and (2) the

SFV from chick embryo tissue cultures. We attributed both of the positive
reactions to the calf serum antibody present in the labeled rabbit anti-

Sserum. In fact, the reactions suested that the quantity of calf serum
was directly related to the dilutions used in the test. The optiam band
formation was obtained with a 1 - 1000 dilution of normal calf serum and
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& 1 - 10 dilution for the SFV chick embryo tissue antigen. Since the SFV [
chick embryo tissue antigen contained 1/50th or less of calf serum, these 1]
results appear to correlate exactly with the calf serum level. The precipi-
tin reactions with the calf serum antigen and the SFV froe chick embryo
tissue cultures were positive after 1-1/2 hr. at 37C but bands were not I1
distinct even after 18 hr. at 5*C; however, by the fourth day distinct
bwnts were observed in the higher dilutions of antigen for the two posi-
tive reactions. These were much easier to see by fluorescence microscopy I
than by other means of observation.

This experiment emphasizes the importance of controlling all the
antigens in an iiunologic system, since the reaction to the calf serum in
the tissue culture SFV antigen could have been interpreted as a positive
viral identification had we not tested the SFV in the form of mouse brain I]
extracts.

Since all of our poliovirus and SFV tests by immunodiffusion -

had been negative, we felt that it would be desirable to test an antiserum
prepared in sown other laboratory; therefore, a bivalent antiserum was ob-
tained frm !the School of Aerospace Medicine. The antiserum received was
a rabbit serum against both poliovirus 1 and poliovirus 3, and had been
made using antigens supplied by the CDC (Communicable Disease Laboratory,
Atlantaj Georgia).

Details of our imunodiffusion tests with the bivalent antiserum
will not be given but the rabbit antiserum was tested against both types
1 and 2 polioviruses with completely negative results. We utilized both
FITC-labeled antiserum (prepared at MRI) and non-labeled serum against
a graded series of dilutions for polioviruses 1 and 2; thus we should have
gotten a positive reaction with type 1 and a negative reaction with type 2
poliovirus. However, by both double diffusion and single diffusion tests,
we failed to get precipitins or band formation. The inmodiffusion tests
were read by all our usual methods including fluorescent microscopy.

4. Conclusions

These data on immnodiffusion suggest that fluorescent-labeled
antibody may improve the sensitivity of the procedure; however, this may
only be true in tests in which a true precipitate is formed. Both the SJ Pi
and poliovirus 1 studies indicate that with virus-viral antibody reactions
the complex formed Is "soluble" or at least such less prone to form a true
precipitate than is observed in antigen-antibody reactions between bacter-
ial antimens and antibody or between globulins and their antibodies. It
Is obvious that additional research is necessary to develop a highly sensi-
tive imAodiffusion test for viruses particularly at lower levels of virus. II
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One possible method of reducing the solubility of "soluble"

viral antigen-antibody reaction products in the FITC antibOdy v.-rua iden-
tification procedure would involve the use of ammonium sulfate or other
protein precipitants, but this has not been studied. We had origirally
hoped that use of FITC-labeled antiserum would enable us to. visualize fluo-
rescence bands of the soluble viral antigen-antibody co.tjugates in our
double diffusion tubes.

FITC-labeled antiserum appears to diffuse through agar much more
fj slowly than unlabeled antiserum as Judged by the location of the fluorescent

precipitin bands. Whether the migration rates of the labeled and unlabeled
sera would be more similar in a non-ionic gel has .ot yet been established.
This property of slower diffusion of the FITC-ba4,ed antibody must be borne
in mind when new methods of viral identification such as described in the
next section of this report are considered.

Most of the ismunodiffusion studies reported were done using2 m. agar plugs in 1.6 - 1.8 mm. capillary tubes and 0.05 ml. of the

H antigen and/or antibody in the individual tests. An reported by Ringle
and Herndon__/ these iinmodiffusion tests can be performed in smaller
capillaries and with smaller quantities 1y the use of the aicromanipulator,
thus increasing the sensitivity cf the tests. This will be of greater value
for known precipitating systems such as tl•..e described in the next para-
graph.

1 We feel that extens .on of the iinowodiffusion studies for viral
identification is not advisaW)le until some never methods become available.
However, the application of some of these modified techniques to bacterial

ILI (and possibly fungal) antigens and to hypersensitivity studies may prove
quite beneficial. This is particularly true for the fluorescent antibody-
antigens reactions since they appear to be more sensitive, more rapid, and

[ easier to read. By proper design of a slit, it should be possible to use
the automatic scanni mechanism available for the Auinco-Bovman Spectro-
photofluoromater to measure these fluorescent band formations. Such a
technique offers a great potential for bacterial identification, diagnosis
and possibly for detection. It would also offer the other advantage of

H icroi'munodiffusion; namely, that it is very rapid.

The application of rhodamine-labeling to viruses has many appli-
cations and should be fully investigated as a means of tagging Yvares.
This will be discussed more fully in the next section.
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1
P. Studies of "Soluble" Virvse-Antibody Complexes

1. 10rda t' n2

As stated in the previous section, we feel that it may be U
racessary to measure "soluble" antigen-antibody complexes in order to
identify viruses within the limitations imposed upon the project. We
kmow that poliovirus and poliovirus antiserum combine tc form a neutralized
complex, since we can readily test the complex in tissue cultures and prove
that the virus is tied up in the complex. Yet, we do not see a visible

•tecipitate in these neutralized mixtures. Also, we know that complexes-
of antibody and as little as 10 - 100 TCID50 can exist, since the neutral-
ised complex fails to infect appropriate tissue cultures. Similar state- fi
ments can be made for most virus-antibody systems. Thus, we feel that a

sow mechanim for detecting the virus-antibody complex must exist which
is independent of tissue culture or animal test methods. In fact, the I!
work of Giron, Hellman and Schmidt at Brooks Air Force Base bears strongly
on this point. E7,58I In their studies FITC-labeled poliovirus antibody
was found to be retained on columns of UM Sephadex. When poliovirus U
was passed through the column containing the tagged antisera it was coin-
jj.xe and retained in the matrix of the ion-exchange column. The virus
could be released by the low 1H dissociation methods applicable to Li
antigen-antibody complexes.

The complexes of virus and antibody (soluble ?) must be different
from (1) unbound antibody, and (2) unbound virus; otherwise they would not
be "neutralized." This difference can be due to a number of chemical,
physical, and biological properties. No attempt to review the literature [
on antigen-antibody complexes will be included in this report; however,
we believe that antigen-antibody complexes may have different charges and
may have different molecular size than either of the two components from
which the complexes are derived. If the charge or ionic status of the
complex is altered from that of the antigen (virus), then an ion-exchange
material should theoretically separate the complex from the unbound com-i
ponents. The DW Sephadex A-25 used by Giron-et al. (cited above) is an,
ion-exchange msdium and thereby might accomplish the separation. Additional
studies on such media appeared desirable. Also we felt that such studies
should be supplemented with experiments, employing molecular sieves such as
Sephadex (various sieve sizes available) andl &prose materials (SepharoseR/W
Bio-1el-A,.T/ etc.). Such materials of various pore sizes separate m•le- L
culas of differing molecular weight by physical means and constitute one
of the least (if not the least) damaging of the separation methods avail-
able. Nblecular sieves are available for fractionation of substances with
molecular veights of less than 1,000 up to 150,000,000. Columns prepared
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from such molecular sieves permit the passage of the largr molecules first,
and a proportionate delay or complete retention of smaller molecules. These
gel filtrations are functionallyrelated to the pore size of the gel bed
(generally spherical beaded agar or agarose materials).

I Figure 10 illustrates the range of separations achieved by

Bio-Gel-A (one of newest molecular sieves and only recently available). It
1 is apparent that enrymes, globulins, and viruses could readily be separ-

ated by passage through such columns. Steeve and Ackers reported on the
use of a wide range of molecules for the calibration of agar gels.EL/ and the
same authors reported the separation of Tobacco Mosaic Virus and Southern
Bean Mosaic Virus by agar gel filtration.E/

In theory, the molecular sieves should permit the separation of
an antigen or -n antibody, or both from a soluble antigen- antibo4y complex.
This assumes that the antigen-antibody complex has a different molecular
weight (size) from the individual antigen and antibody components. Figure
11 is a theoretical elution curve for a virus, viral antibody and virus-
antibody complex. No report of such a virus-antibody study could be found
in the literature; therefore we felt that we should attempt preliminary
studies aimed at using such methods for viral identification. Our theoret-
ical considerations were bolstered by the report of Boyne and Hardwicke./
These two British scientists demonstrated a similar phenomenon with soluble
antigen-antibody complexes of rabbit antibody to bovine serum albumin.
They separated and purified the complex from the other serum fractions by

r| means of Sephadex G-200 columns. They also demonstrated that the soluble
antigen-antibody complexes were still active when injected into animals.
In their experiment they worked under the condition of antigen excess

I f while in our work we are more concerned with the antibody excess situation.

Based on the above discussion and the publication of Boyne and
Hardwicke,we did some preliminary studies aimed at molecular separation
of the virus antigen-antibody complex, Since the Aminco-Bowman Spectro-
photofluorometer was available and had such an exceedingly good sensitivity,

[1 we utilized it to measure protein and the fluorescence due to the fluorescent

antibody used in our studies.

The following sections describe the materials and methods, exper-
iments, and conclusions and recommendations for the studies of "soluble"
virus-antibody complexes.

II 3
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M mateia1s aid methods varied considerably from experiment to
e31rlmt depending upon the goal of the study; therefore, iuny of the de-
taiU we described in the experimental section which follows. ]

In several the prejaration of the colmns of the ion-exchange
aid Vl filtration compoubd followed those given by the manufacturers.!_L ~i

Protein and f'luorescent compounds were assayed by man& of the
AmInco-owman Spectrophotofluoom ter. Xxcitation and emission wavelengths
were varied as needed. In general protein And nucleic acids were measured
at MSO up and 284 sp. fluoresoein vas assayed at 495 si and rhodamzie at
35 si. Virus titers and antibody level& were determined in LLC-iC wmoey
kidney cell cultures using medium 199!Y/ for culture maintenance.

2. SW Em ents

Ma experiments performod during this study are all preliminary yI
in iAtwi and only provide a base upon which to extend and explore the
( neal pheomeon of separation cf virus-antibody complexes. MAkh of this

j'ork has been of a preparative nature and some of reagents were also used
in e-a studies on licrolmomdxttffusion sumarized earlier in this report.

a. Pre~ ultve e.Mrints: An FITC-labeled normal rabbit
serum vas fractionated using a ,ephadex 0-20 colum. Sephaden G-200 is
the egar Vl for separating compounds with molecular weights of 5,000 to

800,000. by fobloving the fluorescence euitted folloving ultraviolet U
excitation at 9W0 W, 280 Mi, and 495 ML, we were able to demonstrate
fractions vitn various protein-fluorescence ratios. These appooMd to
follow t~v distribution of the various proteins found in normal serum.
fThu, we wre able to fractionate a fluarescein-labeled antibody in the
am mainer as Wa been reported for unlabeled sera.E II

After the above procedure had been showr to be feasible, a
rl'I-t#Sed poliovirus 1 rabbit antie- w vas fractionated by pssage I
throus a 8eaphaex 0200 column. The fractions were again evaluated by
their f'uoroesce at SO0 qi, "SO a%, &an at 495 ai. Te first two for
ptotein and 495 wi fc.r the fluoresovin label; each rfration was also

aeced for the develoymat of 6 Drecipltate with saturated amin• a sul-
fate to detemine wteb ftrectlons ware globalns, albuain, etc. Your
ftactions were seleacted, as beivAS the beat antibody'(13); these were pool*4

-l reqe, over other 0 O Seybadex colm. Again the ftor beat trac-
ticf vane pooled and this pu'if led fM-teapd Molovirus antibody was
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tested for neutral'zing ant..body and used for Im=noiffusion and
molecular sieve studies for soluble antigen-antibody conjugates. This
purified labeled antibody in a 1 -32 dilution was capable of neutraliz-S-ing approximately 100 TCIDSO of poliovirus 1.

b. Preparation of purified rhodamine-taed poliovirus 1:
Brunhilde poliovirus 1 was purified by passage thhrough a column of MW1ephadex A-25 by the method of Giron and Hellman.Ž./ Our results peralleled
tfw•se of Giron. A virus pool was prepared from the three fractions having

n the highest virus titer and low protein content. Approximately 99 percent
I] of the virus was recovered in this pool. It contained a higher ratio of

260 - 280 mu fluorescence than subsequent less pure fractions coming off
the Sephadex A-25 column. Therefore, the ratio of RNA to protein was
higher than for non-purified virus. This was expected on the basis of the
work of Schwerdt and Schaffer6J/ for purified poliovirus.

1The purified poliovirus 1 was labeled with rhodamine-0-

isothiocyanate ()Mann Research Laboratories) following basica1lly the same
1 modified procedure of fpendlove-9/ that we had used for FITC-tagging of

antibody. The rhodamine isothiocyanate was suspended in 0.01 14 phosphate
buffer, pH 7.1 and added to the purified poliovirus. (Final concentration -
1 mg. rhodamine/mi. The pH was adjusted to 9.1 with 0.04 N NaOH and the
mixture allowed to stand 0.5 hr. at room temperature. It was immediately
fractionated by passage over a colurn of Sephadex G-25. The unbound rhod-

I amine remaned on the column. So visual rhodamine was apparent in the tirAt
10 frLctiona, but by black light rbodsaine fluorescence was detected in
all 10 fractions. In fract ions 11 and 12 gross amnunts of rhodamins were
apparent *ven by observations under ordinary light. Assay of the fractions I

I for fluorescence was performed by excitation at 365 no. The protein,nucloic
acid and rhodamine curve* were proportionate for the first three fractions
and the levels of each gradually increased. HRoever, from the fifthI through the tenth fractions the protein increased much faster than did the
rhodasine level. This we interpreted as indicative of less pure virus, and

borne out when viral assays in tissue culture vero carried out. A pool
the first 'tour fract 4 ons contained 60 percent of the vijrAs treated with

'aaiY I. The pool of fractions five to eight containd only 23 percent
of the virus. Thus, we believe that the virus in tte pool of fractions
one to four was vible and labeled vi ,N rhodamlne.

This pool of rhodidine-labeled poliovirus 1 was subsequently used I
in svevral ImnnodittUsiton studies. Although it has not been osed as such,it should be a good fluorescent reagent tor gel filtration studios of virus-
antibody mixtures.
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a. Column tests of iirun-.antibody mixtures: Sephadex G-200
was used to study the elution pattern or two mixtures:* (1) Polioviruz 1
and FITC-abeled 1oliovirus antiserum, and (2) Poliovlrus 1 and FITC-
labeled normal rabbit serum. The mixtures had been prepared the day be-
fore w.. allowed to react overnight at 50C. This was done in order to I]
bring about the maximal neutralization of the poliov-rus in mixture (1). l

Poliovirus (103 - 104 TCID50 ) was used in each mixture. Fluorescence was
masured for 14 sequential fractions coming off-the column following ap- EL
plication of each mixture. Figures 12a and iF are graphs of the assay
results. The graph in Fig. 12a plots the relative fluorescence for the
aaryles at the various wavelengths listed on the right- and lefthand U]
ordinates. Figure 12b plots the ratios of the 280 mp to 260 up fluo-
rescence for the various samples. The higher the ratio the more protein
to nucleic acid is in the sample. Three differences were noted between
the fractions coming from the two mixtures. Fluorescence of mixture (1)
attributable to the FITC on the poliovirus antiserum followed a flatter
curve than the fluorescence from mixture (2) attributable to FITC on the
normal serum. The protein curve (280 mo) was much different in the frac-
tions from mixture (1) than from mixture (2). Mbch less protein was eluted "f
in any one fraction of mixture (1) than in mixture (2) and the mixture of
Poliovirus and antiserum did not have a sharp peak of protein release. By
far the most noticeable difference between the two mixtures was the corn-

Sparison of the 280 m to 260 sp fluorescence in the fractions collected
from the two mixtures. A very striking increase in the ratio of 280 ap
to 260 W• fluorescence occurred in the poliovirus-poliovirus antiserum
mixture. The increased 280 mg to 260 nq& ratio possibly indicates greater
protein to virus ratio in these fractions.

Since the work of Giron et al., cited earlier, indicates that
FITC-Laceled sera do not move to any extent when placed on a column of
SEM Sephadex A-25, we decided to see if poliovirus neutralized by a polio-
virus antosera might move through such a column and th t be separated from
the unbound FITC-labeled serum. To test this hypothesis, we preparedAixtures of (1) poliovirus 1 (106 TCIDsO) and pollovirus antiserum (FITC-

labeled), and (2) spent tissue culture medium and poliovirus antiserum
(FITC-labeled). These two mixtures were incubated 1 hr. in a waterbath at
37'C to permit virus neutralization. They were then fractionated on a ri
DIAE-Sephadex A-25 column and the fractions assayed on the Aminco-Bowman
with 280, 260, and 495 ns excitation. Again, differences were observed
in the curves for the two mixtures, but we are not sure how to interpret
the results. Figures 13a, 13b, and 13c are plots of the relative intensity
in the various fractions. Some protein came off the column quicker in the
spent tisusue culture-antibody mixture than in the virus-antibody mixture. I
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Also, when the poliovirus-poliovirus antibody mixture was fractionated,
there was an extra small peak of fluorescence due to FITC that moved off
the column after the main fluorescein peak. This peak did not occur with
the mixture of spent tissue culture medium and poliovirus antiserum (FITC-
labeled). [1

It should be pointed out that the elution of the FITC-labeled
pollovirus antibody from DR Sephadex A-25 in this experiment is in con-
trast to that of GironL7/ in which his tagged antiserum held its position
on DMAM Sephadex A-25. This difference may have been due to the methods of
column preparation, the buffers used, the incubation of the mixtures of 11
antibody, or other factors.

Sepharose 4Q is an agarose gel filtration medium which is used i
for fractionation of substances with molecular weights of 300,000 to
2,000,000. Columns of Sepharose B were used to fractionate two mixtures:
(1) purified poliovirus 1 (not labeled) mixed with purified FITC-labeled if
poliovirus 1 antiserum, and (2) 4/15 phosphate buffer mixed with purified
FITC-labeled. poliovirus 1 antiserum. The two purified materials, polio-
virus 1 and the purified FITC-labeled poliovirus antiserum, were those 1
described previously in this section. The mixtures were prepared and in-
cubated in a 37 C waterbath for 1 hr. (for neutralization to occur) before
they were added to the column. Approximately 106.5 TCID50 of poliovirus 1 jj
were used in each mixture. Fractions were collected from each mixture
and assayed (as described before) for protein and fluorescence due to the
FITC. It had been hoped that the mixture of poliovirus and poliovirus Jj
antibody would move off the column at a different rate than the mixture
of FITC-polio antibody and buffer. Within the limits of assay the protein
and fluorescence in both mixtures followed similar elution patterns; U
therefore the data did not permit us to distinguish or measure the "soluble"
virus-antibody complex. The possibility must be considered that agarose
columns may be capable of breaking up the virus-antibody complex. If such U
separation did occur we should have seen a change in our protein elution
patterns but we did not.

The purified agar used in our immunodiffusion studies behaves
both as a molecular sieve and as an ion exchange substance. Since during I-
ion exchange an ion replacement takes place, we felt it would be desirable [I
to try imunodiffusion with a non-ionic exchange material. We performed
two very preliminary experiments attempting to use the non-ionic Sepharose
4B as the medium for immunodiffusion in capillary tubes and for viral iden- LI
tification reactions. Due to the beaded nature of the material, Sepharose
4B was difficult to use in the capillary tubes normally employed for micro-
immunodiffusion. One attempt to react FITC-labeled pollovirus 1 antiserum
with poliovirue 1 failed to work. However, in 3 mm. glass columns,
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Sepharose 4B gave a suggestion that it might be used. We applied a 1 4 4
dilution of FITC-labeled antirabbit globulin to the Sepharose 4Q and im-
mediately followed this with diluted normal rabbit serum. As soon as the
rabbit serum had been added to the column of Sepharose the ends of the tube
were sealed with paraffin and the column observed for fluorescence using
the "black light." Within 15 min. an area of precipitation (band ?) formed
at the top of the column. This precipitation became more pronounced by
2 hr. The precipitate was poorly visible by ordinary light but readily
seen with the "black light" and with the ultraviolet microscope. This
latter study with a known precipitating system suggested to us that micro-J columns of Sepharose or other gel filtration medium might be valuable
once we know how to measure or separate the soluble virus-antibody com-
plexes.I
3. Conclusions

I Although these experiments on "soluble" virus-antibody complexes
were all of a preliminary nature, the data were sufficiently encouraging
to suggest that these methods merit considerably more investigation. The
different patterns of elution of protein and of fluorescence antibody in
the studies with DEAE Sephadex A-25 and Sephadex G-9_O0 are not completely
understood but a soluble complex may have been demonstrated, particularly
in those fractions in which the protein to nucleic acid ratios were high.

The use of fluorescent-labeled antibody and its altered diffusion
rate may have complicated the studies, yet it provided a good tool with
which to study the complexes. The FITC-labeled antibody was active in

j standard neutralization tests; therefore, such tests should be more regu-
larly used in future investigations.

I]Our preliminary attempt at rhodamine labeling of poliovirus was
very encouraging. We believe that such virus may be easily made and that
by minor procedural changes, high concentrations of purified-labeled virusflcan be obtained. Such labeled virus will permit a fluorescent label to
be used on each of the components of the soluble complexes. This will
permit better evaluation of the relative positions and concentration of3 both virus and antibody in the various fractions derived from gel filtra-
tion studies. The tissue culture infectivity of the rhodamins-tawd virus
will permit us to test fractions for both fluorescence and viable virus.3 Tissue culture tests will be necessary to prove that the virus-antibody
complex has been broken or is still intact.

SWe believe that the rhodamins label (and possibly other flw-
rescent labels) may be added to an unknown sample and this labeled sample,
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then used for viral identification by such methods as used by Schmidt end
Giron.L_/ The latter utilized a radioactive label to follow the retention
of poliovirus on FITC-labeled poliovirus antiserum positioned on ME
Sephadex A-26. Fluorescent-tagged virus should have several advantages
over radioactive virus for gel filtration studies. H

Future "soluble" virus-antibody studies must include investiga-
tions of complexes made in antigen excess and in antibody excess in order

to define the parameters of the column fractionations. In such studies we w
feel that it is imperative to use tissue cultures for neutralization tests

. and virus titers both before and after the column experiments.

The effect of complement on the gel filtration of "soluble" com-
plexes is an unknown and should be evaluated. The use of complement might
permit an indirect assay procedure to be developed. The indirect assay
of the complexes by means of labeled-antiglobulin sera should also be
investigated.

These gel filtration studies lend themselves to the use of radio-
active labels on either one or both virus and antibody, and radioactive T]

tags might be worth investigating. As previously mentioned, we believe I]
the fluorescent-tagged reagents are easier to use (and possibly get);
however, radioactive tagging provides a highly sensitive tool. i

These "soluble" complex studies are extremely encouraging. By
the application of the correct molecular sieve, labels, and methods of

assay, it may be possible to adapt such methods to extremely small amounts
of virus and antibody. We believe that the utilization of more highly
pvrified antdsera and possibly labeled and/or purified virus may provide
us a system for viral identification that can then be developed for use
with routine samples. This is particularly true if a preparative pro-
cedure on the viral sample such as the MMA-25 column method (as developed
at Brooks Air Force Base) can be applied before the antibody reaction is
attempted.

In addition to viral identification by soluble complex assays,
we believe the above techniques and principles will have great potential
for other systems such, as for bacterial and fungal identification and [J
hypersensitivity studies.

[I0
I]
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111. aNNEBAL COICL1IONU AND RUO3W1TIMS

In the experimental section of this report we have discussed
jbriefly our findings concerning the applicability of each of the six

identification methods for the identification of either 100 or 10,000 virus
particles in 6 hr. In this section we are attempting to relate each of
these experimental approaches to the project objectives and to each other.

With the phagocytosis in vitro method we were able, on several
occasions, to achieve positive identification of 250 - 1,000 TCIDSO of[1 poliovirus (both types 1 and 2) and Semliki Forest Virus in less than 6 hr.
Although these identifications were performed and confirmed by different
operators, extreme di.fficulty was encountered in repeating the preparation
of the sensitized WBC which possessed the high sensitivity to viral anti-
gens and which responded in the identification tests. In spite of our
failures, we are of the opinion that basically this approach Wo virus
ilentification can be made to work if someone will study It for a period

support of this approach, we do believe that it can become an effective

virus identification method for as littl& as 250 virus particles.

[J Our experience with the phospholipid bilayer mebrane method for
the identification of virus showed us clearly that the preparation of
sensitive membranes is an art instead of a Acseac. As J. del Castillo=/
pointed out in his paper act all of the ox-brain phosp6olipd extracts pro-
duce films which show the impedance changes necessary for the recogaition
of antigen by antibody. As he explains it, the variation Is in the LOU-
vidual ox brain employed in uma the extracts rather than In the tech-
nique for processing the pbospholipid. Thee finding plus our emparl-

T I mental studies add up to the conclusion that no one kowts Wbat Nelm a
phospholipid merane reactive or inactive. Here again basic research
will be needed to oxplain the biochealstry of "reactive* ox brains ed
to reduce this aprroach to a well defined and reliable systeM. e fteel

. that the potential applicability of such a syatea Is Gdequate to Jwrtftr

continued studies of this approach.

The particle electropboresis method for the IdentitIcation of
virus was tried with Semliki Forest Virus antiser.u*-osted red blood ceals
and with poliovirus 2 antiserlm-coated red bloo4 cells. Results of these
studies waere negative even though bot high and low coacentrations of vir
were used to challe•ne the antiseru -ft IC. The fallure of the mwtbod

U cannot be blamed on the absence of antibodies on the particles as their
presence was demnstrated in •alutination tests. The studies with
ant hman-Y•-globulin- (rabbit serum) o•ated red blood cells showed that
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Chal2Le10 with howan serum gave sufficient reduction (50 - 60 percent)

of the eleatrophoretic migration rat- of the rensitised cells to permit the I
Ide•nfication of the presence of the human Y-globulin. In con-lusion,

ow exipamfnts with the use of particle electrophoresis for the identifi-

cation of virus were umsuccesatjl. we are not recommeding additional [IT
studies along this line since it is unlikely that the use of highly purl-

fled 78 antibody in place of the ammnium sulfate precipitated antipolio-

vim 2 antiserum would give eonough of a boost in sersitivity to make the I
Method successful. On the other hand, the method may be useful for the
detection of bacterial or other non-viral antigens; in addition, we have

roao to believe that antigen-coated red blood cells (possibly viral or
n-yixral antigens) would be useful by particle electrophoresis for the

detection of antibodies.

Kydrogen overvoltage measurements were made to dettrmL-> the
ability of antiserum plated on the working cathode to detect the preseace
of antigens. Our results confirmed the observation that a:-ll qiartities

of protein In solution are readily detected by this mwtho, vt Hi of 1.8;
however, at or near neutral pH we were unable to detect !i- her the presence
of prOtein .r the antipen-antibody reaction. Further stt4ies on this ap-
proach for virus identification are not recommended.

The imanodiffusion studies were asr -t findin a !wthod to
make them more senaltive and to enable the vi, 2ization of the zfnst of
viral antlpen-antibody reaction when such a conjvgete is "¶oluble." Ex-

peri•Ats with polioviruses 1 and 2 showed that th;- double diffusion method

no precipitin band was obtained when it was allowed to incubate with its

antibody. The use of fluorescent antipaliovirus 1 and fluoreoeent anti-
pollovirus 2 reacted with poliovirus I or 2 show tha. tre Is no f f -
reaeence band fbrmd to indicate the locatlon of the conAls.. Also3

no band foruatiou was observed in the Semliki Forest Y"Ir-as syysrt. There 'ii
is, hwever, ample proof that the fluoresceat antitody is able to neutral-

is* the virus. An imortant observation in this study was that the tagged
antisma d.fftud pcbh mrre slwly through ogr than the unlabeled anti-
serum. Another was,that with a precipitatilg antigen-antibody systeaa It is 3
possible to detect the sone of reactance ore quickly *r4 at a tenfold
greater dilution when the fluorescent-labeled antibody is used in place of
the unlabeled antibody and the iLnunoiffusion tubes are examined with the
aid of the fluorescint microscope. The hiher snsitivity was oberred
in slng!* diffusion t4sts. We are not now recommending adatona1 studies

of the imlain ruuion procedure for virus iaentitication but we dn believe
that the method holde great promise in the identification of bacte-iai or
other non-viral antipos. Also the method should povJide additional "easi- l
tivity for antibody assays.



I
Studies on the identification of virus through the separation

and detection of the soluble virus-antibody conjugates are still of a very
preliminary nature and it is too soon to conclude what the ultimate ap-
plication of these procedures to this problem will be. However, we have
been highly encouraged with our experiments on thE fluorescence labeling
of virus and the retention of the imiunological pLoperties and viability
of the labeled virus.

Studies on the use of molecular sieves (Sephadex G-200 and
Bio-Gel-A) and an ion-exchange resin (rA Sephadex A-25) have shown that
these materials are useful for the fractionation or purification of anti-
sera, fluorescent-labeled antis-ra, virus preparatiena, and we believe I
also, soluble vLrus-antibody conjugates. In our studies we have observed
the protein and nucleic-acid fluorescence peaks of the various separated
fractions and also the fluorescence of the labels as measures of the
S'eparations achieved. In our opinion, studies on the developent of

methods for the separation and identification of soluble virus-antibody
coniugates through the use of fluorescent tags on either the antibody or
the virus ý.r both, combined with the us of ion-exchange resins and molec-
! air sipnts, is a most promising approach to virus identification and we
sze naw r-ecommending that a concerted effortt be made to continue the Mr-

liminary studies which are reported here. Thei reco=nded studies should
include the attachment of a nzw-e•- of i.Aifferent fluorescence labels to
different viruses for use in the identification process, quantitative

studies to determine the rdn.ias-labeled virus which can be detected by

their fluorescence ".d studies to optimize the l*belirg, separation, and
identification procedures. We antLi.pate that these fluorescence label-
_ng and gel filtretion techniqu*3 will find bidt application in studies
of non-viral antigens (bacterial, tungal, etc.) az'ies and sensitiza-
tion reactions.

Our deconstration that the fluorescent labels are quickly and
easily attached to virus suests that perhaps fluorescent-1abeled virusII could be used in place of the isotopically labeled virus in the rapid
identification procedre of' SchalAt and Oiron7 0/ employing imobilized
antibo41ei. We believe that this substitution would result in a simpli-
fication of tho identification procedure and the elimination of the
necessity for handling radioactive materials.

U
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